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Abstract

The work presented in this dissertation represents work which addresses some of the main challenges of fault localization methods in electrical distribution grids. The methods developed largely assume access to sophisticated data sources that may not be available and that any data sets recorded by devices are synchronized. These issues have created a barrier to the adoption of many solutions by industry. The goal of the research presented in this dissertation is to address these challenges through the development of three elements. These elements are a synchronization protocol, a fault localization technique, and a sensor placement algorithm.

The synchronization protocol addresses the dependency on synchronized data by allowing the devices themselves to synchronize their data. This is accomplished by establishing relationships between temporal events, transient signals and the devices recording these events and signals. The protocol establishes a relationship between transient signals emitted from standard equipment in electrical grids and the fault event which is then leveraged to synchronize the recorded fault data. The method has shown very promising results in synchronizing data from multiple devices.

The fault localization technique determines the location of a fault in a complex distribution grid. This is achieved by establishing spatial-temporal relationships between transient signals and distances in graphical representations of the distribution grid. This method provides precise fault locations in challenging electrical distribution grid structures. It also allows areas of the distribution grid to be classified based on how well they are monitored. This classification component predicts how well a distribution grid is monitored by the devices used.

The sensor placement algorithm leverages the classification component established in the fault localization technique to optimize the placement of the fault localization devices in the distribution grid. Here, an efficient algorithm is created for determining the best location for a given number of fault localization devices.

The combination of the synchronization protocol, a fault localization technique and a sensor placement algorithm and their minimal data requirements constitutes a uniquely complete
solution that may set it apart from existing work and make it more attractive to the industry for adoption in electrical distribution grids.
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Fault localization in distribution grids has become a key area in the development of Smart Grid technology. According to a report made for the US Department of energy the annual cost of power interruptions to customers are in the billions of US dollars. A fault is an event that causes the grid to operate incorrectly resulting in an abnormal and often dangerous flow of power (like a fallen power cable or tree falling on a power cable). Fault localization is the process of determining the location of the source of the fault.

There are two areas to consider when performing fault localization in electrical grids. Fault localization can occur in the transmission grid and the distribution grid. Fault localization in the distribution grid is significantly more difficult that in the transmission grid. Fault localization solutions for the transmission grid have been quite successful. As such, there has been a wide range of methods developed to enhance fault localization methods used in the transmission grid so that these methods can be applied to the more complex distribution grid. The work has had varying levels of success, but these solutions are generally not adopted by the industry. This is because the methods developed largely assume access to sophisticated data sources that may not be available and that any data sets recorded by devices are synchronized.

The work presented in this dissertation seeks to address the current issues and provides a more efficient fault localization technique in relation to the data needed. The method is a multi-device localization method that uses a minimal amount of readily available data while maintaining a high level of accuracy. This thesis also provides an effective method of synchronizing all of the data and devices used for the localization method presented and establishes a reliable way to determine the best locations for those devices in the electrical grid.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The National Institute of Standards and Technology reports of the Smart Grid Interoperability Standards Roadmaps are part of a mandate in the Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) [Arnold et al. 2010], [Gopstein et al. 2021]. These reports highlight the need for further development of infrastructure for the Smart Grid as recommended by industry experts that are part of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Domain Expert Working Groups (DEWGS).

The NIST reports set Smart Grid development as a pressing issue. They also list major challenges associated with this goal. Among the list provided were challenges in the areas of:

- The complexity of the Smart Grid requiring instantaneous, automated processes.
- Smart equipment with local intelligence that can carry out instructions when remote analysis is unnecessary or not economical.
- Data management to ensure accuracy, time-stamping and consistency across data sources.
- Application development (programs, algorithms, calculations and data analytics) to solve increasingly complex problems with accurate and timely data to deliver quicker and more accurate results.

Discussions with industry experts in smart grid technology development and electrical power distribution companies [Industry-Partner 2018] allowed a focus area to be identified. Industry professionals [Industry-Partner 2018] highlighted fault localization and grid monitoring as a pressing need. This is because a reduction in power outage times and detailed power consumption data is considered crucial and fault localization and grid monitoring are key components to achieving this. According to a report made for the US Department of energy the annual cost of power interruptions to customers are over 20 billion US dollars [LaCommare and Eto 2004]. In 2003 a power outage caused over 50
million customers to go without power [LaCommare and Eto 2004]. This provided a narrow focus point within the broader smart grid development area. There has been work done in smart grids and fault localization. However, there is still a pressing need for more accurate and cost-effective fault localization methods to be developed as stated in the Smart Grid Interoperability Standards Roadmaps [Arnold et al. 2010], [Gopstein et al. 2021]. In addition to improving the accuracy of solutions, fault localization methods have been focused on the high voltage transmission grid (power transmission across large areas like provinces and countries). Many electrical power distribution companies are responsible for localized power distribution (power distribution within a city or small area). As such, the development of fault localization methods within the distribution section of the grid is of utmost importance to these companies. The distribution grid has proven to be much more challenging for fault localization [Jun et al. 1997]. The development of a method specifically for the distribution grid, with a focus on cost effectiveness and accurate fault localization, would allow power distribution companies to align the functionality of their distribution grids with that of a smart grid. Within the research, there has been much work done in developing fault localization techniques for the distribution grid [Takagi et al. 1982], [Girgis et al. 1993], [Myeon-Song et al. 2004], and [Magnago and Abur 1998]. There has been reasonably successful improvements on the pre-existing methods by applying new analytic methods [Pourahmadi-Nakhli and Safavi 2011], [Wen and Chang 1998, Srinivasan et al. 2000]. The work done in the use of multiple devices in the distribution grid by [Jun et al. 1997] has been very successful. Within this dissertation the term device and sensor refer to equipment that records electrical data and are used interchangeably. The use of multiple devices has shown much promise and has resulted in significant improvements in distribution grid fault localization. The methods developed largely assume access to sophisticated data sources that may not be available, frequent transfer of data between devices and that any data recorded by devices are synchronized. The result of this is that these solutions are generally not adopted by the industry. The next step is to further develop the initial multi-device concept to create new methods for fault localization specifically for the distribution grid. These methods should use a minimal amount of data that is widely available and address the challenge of synchronization with the use of multiple devices.
1.2 Background

1.2.1 Electrical Grids

Power is a critical part of every industry. The average power consumed yearly has consistently increased [Prajapat 2018]. The industry has started to adjust the sources of power over time to match the steady increase in demand through the use of renewable energy sources like wind and solar power. Alternative sources of energy are examined by [Hoffert et al. 2002] and provide a concise view of different types of energy production. These alternate sources of energy mitigate an increase in demand for traditional sources of power like coal and oil. However, the infrastructure that handles the transport of this power (the electrical grid) remains a primary and critical component in the industry as the increase in demand for power must travel over this network.

The work in [Pabla 2005] explains how the electrical grid works in great detail and highlights the many components that make up the electrical grid and details on their usage. Figure 1.1 is a summarized view of the main elements of the electrical grid. There are three main sections where each segment is responsible for a major role in delivering power to consumers. These are power generation, transmission, and distribution.

![Figure 1.1. Basic structure of electrical grid](image)
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1.2.2 Power Generation

Power is generated traditionally at power plants located far from the cities that would be using the generated power. Power is generated as alternating current. The magnetic induction causes current to flow relative to the polarity of the end of the magnet. If the end of the magnet next to the coil is positive (red), then the current flows towards the magnet. If it is the negative end, then the current will flow away from the magnet. As the magnet rotates, and the positive end gets further away from the coil the current weakens until it goes to zero. As the negative end of the magnet moves closer to the coil the current increases again but negatively (negative and positive are used in this context to indicate direction and do not cancel each other out). The current increases until it reaches an upper limit which is represented by the magnet pointing directly at the coil. Figure 1.2 shows the rotation of a magnet near a coil with a closed circuit resulting in induction. It also shows the current alternating from its maximum positive and negative values at each stage resulting in a sine wave.

Figure 1.2. Generation of power from induction

This effectively creates an alternating current between the maximum current in both directions. When this is plotted over time it creates a sine waveform as seen in figure 1.2. Power is generated in three phases as seen in figure 1.3.
Each coil is separated by 120 degrees and generates its own alternating current as the magnet rotates. Each coil would therefore have power but at different times. Each coil provides a phase. If the current on each coil is plotted over time and placed on the same graph the sine waves show what the three-phase alternating current looks like with respect to the change in current over time. This is shown in figure 1.4.
1.2.3 Power Transmission and Distribution

After power is generated, it must then be transported to the consumer. This process starts at the transmission substation near the power plants which step up the voltage to between 100 and 500kV [Industry-Partner 2018]. This allows it to be sent along the transmission lines with little loss of power. Some industrial sized manufacturing plants may be supplied with power at this stage. Most of the power continues along the transmission lines to the cities or towns. Once it reaches the cities and towns it is then passed through a distribution substation. This substation steps the power down to anywhere between 60 and 4 kV. At this point the power is usually transported on overhead lines seen within cities. Some large businesses and compounds would usually be supplied at this stage. After this point, the power reaches neighborhoods and smaller businesses. It is fed into transformers which step down the voltage to the final voltage used in houses etc. 125 or 250V. Some houses in cites are powered using underground cables. Rather than having a transformer on the pole and having it overhead, the transformer is placed on the ground and the stepped down lines are run underground to the houses.

With increasing demand being placed on the grid as power needs grow globally the need to improve and ensure the continuity, efficiency and reliability of the electrical grid becomes increasingly important. There are several faults that can occur at different stages throughout the grid. These faults, given the increasing amount of power passing through the grid, can cause massive damage to the equipment and even cause harm to people [Prajapat 2018].

1.2.4 Faults

In the electrical grid power is usually distributed using three phases. This means that there are three lines used to move power from one location to another. With reference to the three-phase system of power, there are typically two main types of faults. These are open circuit and short circuit faults.
1.2.4.1 Open Circuit

Open circuit faults are caused by a break in the conductors. These conductors are the lines or cables used to transport electricity through the grid. The material in conductors allows the electric current to flow freely. A break in these conductors disconnects part of the circuit from the power source preventing power from reaching its destination. In an electrical grid, such a break can occur in any or all the three phases causing single-phase, two-phase or three-phase breaks. These are graphically depicted in figure 1.5.

![Open Circuit Faults Diagram]

**Figure 1.5. Open Circuit Faults**

1.2.4.2 Short Circuit

This type of fault occurs when there is a connection between a power cable and the ground or two or more adjacent power cables which causes an excessive amount of current to flow through the electrical grid. In the electrical grid these short circuits can occur along any of the three phases used to transport power in the distribution grid and may or may not be grounded, resulting in the six short circuit faults listed below and shown in figure 1.6.

- Three-phase – a connection between each of the three phases only
- Three-phase to ground – a connection between all three phases and the ground
- Phase-to-phase – a connection between two phases only
- Single-phase to ground – a connection between one phase and the ground
- Two-phase to ground – a connection between two phases and the ground
- Phase to phase plus single-phase to ground – a connection between two phases and having the third phase connected to ground
1.2.4.3 Symmetrical and Unsymmetrical

With a three-phase system there is the notion of the system being balanced. This means that the power generated is distributed evenly along each phase. When one of the above faults occurs, it could cause the system to be unbalanced. Unsymmetrical faults cause the system to become unbalanced and symmetrical faults allow the system to remain balanced. Almost all the faults that occur in a distribution grid are unbalanced short circuit faults. These make up 60 to 90 percent of faults [Prajapat 2018]. These faults are those that do not involve all three phases like a two phase to earth fault or a two-phase open circuit. Very few of the faults that occur would be balanced faults which simultaneously involve all three phases like the three-phase open circuit or three-phase to earth faults.

1.2.4.4 Fault Protection Devices

Power companies constantly seek ways to mitigate damages and increase the continuity, efficiency, and reliability of the power grid. The industry has and continues to develop a number of methods to achieve this. Protection devices are traditionally isolated devices that function on their own. As such they would not provide automated digital detection or detailed localization capabilities for the system. The following are examples of some initial devices used to protect the electrical grid: relays, fuses, reclosers, breakers.
Faults can occur at different stages throughout the electrical grid. These faults, given the amount of power passing through the grid, can cause massive damage to the equipment and even cause harm to people. Should a fault occur, the grid is designed to quickly stop sending power to that section of the grid. This protects people, the electrical grid, and its equipment. Specialized equipment like reclosers, relays, fuses and switches allow the power to be shut off quickly [Prajapat 2018]. However, the process of restoring the power is not as efficient.

1.2.4.5 Handling Faults

When a fault occurs, the actual process that follows to resume normal operation of the grid is given by the following five steps:

1. The fault is detected by reclosers, relays, fuses, breakers etc.
2. The power to that area is turned off usually automatically by the reclosers and relays.
3. The fault is located which is very time consuming.
4. The fault is fixed.
5. Power is restored to the area.

Of these five steps the most critical to the process are detecting the fault and localizing the fault. The detection devices that detect the fault and automatically turn off the power in that area traditionally have no way of reporting back to the company that there has been a fault. Most companies traditionally rely on customer call-ins to notify them of faults [Industry-Partner 2018]. If it is not known that a fault has occurred, then the process of handling the fault cannot even be started. As mentioned, the fault detection devices are able to automatically turn off power in the area. The next step after turning of the power is to find the fault. This step is quite complex and difficult to perform. Using call-ins or even in a scenario where the relay can indicate that it has detected a fault still leaves a large area in which the fault could have occurred as shown in figure 1.7.
In figure 1.7, a fault occurs in the area powered by phase 2. When the fault is detected by the switch/relay it opens and shuts off power to the entire area powered by that phase. There is actually no knowledge of the location of the fault in the area. It is only known that something has gone wrong and caused the power to be turned off. If this area covers a two- or four-mile area, that entire area has to be visually inspected. This challenge is compounded by the fact that some of these areas of the grid are buried underground. Recent developments in fault localization by [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019], [Gabr et al. 2017], [Lazaropoulos 2017] have sought to address the need for a modern localization approach with varying levels of success. These approaches are discussed further in Chapter 2.

1.3 Goals and Contributions

1.3.1 Goals

The main goal of the research contained in this dissertation is to develop a fault localization method that aligns with the needs of power distribution companies and can provide movement towards Smart Grid development as outlined in the NIST Smart Grid Interoperability Standards Roadmaps [Arnold et al. 2010] and [Gopstein et al. 2021]. This method would extend the existing work in fault localization by further exploring multi-
device fault localization. The solution is developed to localize the most common types of faults occurring on the distribution grid. The solution therefore localizes any low impedance fault that occurs on the grid. Low impedance faults include unbalanced short circuit faults that make up 60% to 90% of all faults on the distribution grid and the rarer balanced short circuit faults. Together, low impedance faults (short circuit faults) account for up to 95% of faults on the electrical grid [Prajapat 2018]. Specifically, the goal is to develop a new method that uses multiple devices in order to address the challenges of low impedance fault localization in the more complex distribution grids (discussed in Chapter 2). This method will also incorporate data synchronization which is seldom considered in fault localization solutions. The method will also optimize the locations of the devices in the grid. Under the main goal three focus areas for development are therefore identified:

**Synchronization of Fault Localization Devices (Chapter 3):** One area of focus is the exploration of unique ways of establishing relationships between temporal events, transient signals and the devices recording these events and signals. This is done in an effort to provide an alternate technique for synchronizing the data captured across multiple devices that may be present in the electrical grid.

**Fault Localization Using Multiple Devices (Chapter 4):** Another focus will be to establish spatial-temporal relationships between transient signals and fault distances in graphical representations of the distribution grid. This would allow the characteristics of the distribution grid to be considered in the development of a new solution for localizing faults on the distribution grid.

**Optimization of Fault Localization Device Placement (Chapter 5):** The final focus area will be to create an optimization method for determining the most effective location for the devices used in the new fault localization technique. This method must maximize the use of each device to incorporate efficiency into the overall solution. The optimization of device placement would allow a reduction in implementation costs of the overall solution and provide a means for the industry to perform cost benefit analysis on device utilization quantities.
1.3.2 Contributions

The need for new technology and more research to be applied in the electrical grid to improve the existing infrastructure has been made from both the government and industry. This need is officially expressed in the Smart Grid Interoperability Standards Roadmaps [Arnold et al. 2010] and [Gopstein et al. 2021]. These documents outline a plan for the power industry to improve the existing systems and infrastructure used for power distribution. This shows that there is an intention to move the industry towards a smarter grid that is gaining momentum and is present in both government and industry. The process of achieving this is complex as it involves development in many areas like policies, infrastructure, procedures, and technology. In addition to the attention of congress in the area, the power industry itself and researchers have started developing technology and methods to help move the power industry forward. Following this movement, research has started developing crucial areas of power distribution. Research in fault localization in distribution grids has sought to apply existing fault localization techniques used in the transmission grid to the distribution grid. Though there has been some success in simulated tests, the existing solutions result in multiple fault locations being calculated due to the increased complexity of the distribution grid (discussed in Chapter 2.2). The distribution grid has presented challenges in developing solutions for fault localization. The most promising approaches show that the use of multiple grid-monitoring devices may be a key element in addressing those challenges (Chapter 2.3). There is a need to further explore the potential of using multiple devices to address the challenges of the distribution grid. The use of multiple devices requires some form of synchronization. There is a general assumption that the clocks on all devices are synchronized using a third-party synchronization scheme like GPS used in [Gopakumar et al. 2015]. There is at present a lack of fault localization methods that do not rely on the existence of some preexisting underlying method to synchronize the data collected by devices used in fault localization. The quality and accuracy of all fault localization methods is, as a result, determined by an external factor, which is the synchronization method and underlaying infrastructure. The research presented in this dissertation presents a new method that not only utilizes multiple devices to resolve challenges unique to the distribution grid but also provides a unique synchronization technique. This synchronization technique (presented in Chapter 3)
removes dependency on a pre-existing external synchronization scheme. The synchronization technique uses the same data collected by the devices for fault localization to synchronize the data across all devices. The fault localization method presented in Chapter 4 is built alongside this synchronization technique. This method represents a new development in the application of multiple devices for fault localization in the distribution grid. These two components create a new system that allows highly accurate fault localization using a new multi-device method which is independent of third-party data synchronization equipment and methods. The final contribution is the optimization of the fault localization method which is discussed in Chapter 5. This optimization is in regard to the locations and number of devices used for fault localization. The optimization technique leverages metrics established in the fault localization method to clearly determine the performance of any given set of device locations and determine the most effective locations for the devices.

### 1.3.3 Summary of Contributions

The following list highlights the contributions of each of the three elements that are contained in this dissertation:

1. **Synchronization of devices** – Here a novel method is provided that allows the synchronization of fault data across all devices used in a distribution grid once a switch or recloser is present. Existing work did not consider the synchronization of the data which is key to the accuracy of all fault localization methods. With this synchronization method all fault localization methods using travelling waves can now ensure that all data recorded is synchronized.

2. **Fault localization using segmentation** – in this element a fault localization method is presented which prevents the known issue of multiple fault locations being generated when localizing faults on a distribution grid. The work presented is able to guarantee a single fault location once there is sufficient sensor coverage of the distribution grid.
3. Optimization of sensor placement – here an optimization algorithm is provided that determines the best location for sensors used for the fault localization method developed. The work presented here lays the groundwork for optimizing sensor placement by creating a framework for efficiently evaluating solution performance.

1.4 Outline and Overview

The remainder of this thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides an extensive review of the research conducted in the focus areas of fault localization and synchronization techniques. Chapters 3 to 5 encompasses articles that address the three major contributions of this thesis. Chapter 6 provides a conclusion for all work presented and discusses the future work to be done. The articles in chapters 3 and 4 contain published articles written by the author during the course of conducting the research and developing the work presented in this dissertation. A statement of co-authorship for these articles is provided at the beginning of this thesis. An overview of each chapter is as follows.

Chapter 2: Literature Review

This chapter provides an extensive review of work done in the area of fault localization and device synchronization. Firstly, it builds on the background information introduced in Chapter 1.2 by discussing the general fault localization process. This chapter then looks at the initial solutions created for fault localization in the transmission grid. At this point the general categories which cover fault localization techniques are highlighted. After establishing the initial work and the categories covering fault localization specific focus is then placed on work for fault localization in distribution grids. The literature review then looks at work done in synchronization methods in Internet of Things (IoT). Finally, some limitations that should be considered in fault localization method development is discussed.

Chapter 3: Device Synchronization for Fault Localization in Electrical Distribution Grids

Chapter 3 provides an efficient method of synchronizing devices deployed in an electrical grid. The proposed method focuses on device synchronization specifically for localizing faults on distribution networks. It analyses the travelling waves that are present on the
electrical grid at and around the time of the fault event. There are two sources of travelling waves that occur when a fault occurs. This chapter presents a synchronization method that synchronizes signals recorded by the sensors/devices and a recloser which emits a signal when a fault event has been detected. There is no reliance on accuracy of clocks used in each device or a pre-existing or third-party synchronization scheme. The proposed synchronization method resulted in a set of equations that characterize the delays between a fault signal and the recloser signal received at a sensor.

**Chapter 4: Fault Localization in Smart Grids Using Segmentation**

Chapter 4 describes a highly efficient method of localizing faults on electrical distribution grid while maintaining a high level of accuracy presented in [Hunte et al. 2021]. First the grid is broken down into segments, each with a unique identifier. The solution then analyses the travelling waves that are present on the electrical grid at the time of the fault. These signals are measured by devices at multiple locations and used to generate a key that is then utilized in conjunction with a segmented graphical model of the electrical distribution grid to determine the location of the fault.

**Chapter 5: Optimization of Sensor Deployment in Electrical Distribution Grids for Fault Localization**

Chapter 5 builds on the original work of localizing faults in distribution grids using graph segmentation as described in Chapter 4. The motivating goal is to optimize the placement and number of sensor devices used in the fault localization system developed in [Hunte et al. 2021]. It uses the new concept of primary and secondary localization segments established in Chapter 4 to evaluate the performance of any given solution. Two contrasting approaches to finding the best solution (device locations) are discussed and compared to determine an effective method of optimizing the placement of sensors in a problem that does not scale well. The first method is a greedy algorithm that restricts the possible solutions evaluated and significantly reduces the computational cost, and the second is a genetic algorithm that eases those restrictions at an increased computational cost.
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Chapter 2

2 Background and Related Work

Presented in this chapter is a review of work done in the area of fault localization and device synchronization. This chapter first discusses the general fault localization process. Next a review of the initial solutions created for fault localization in the transmission grid is presented highlighting the general categories which cover the existing fault localization techniques. After establishing the initial work and the categories covering fault localization specific focus is then placed on work for fault localization in distribution grids. Next a review of synchronization methods in Internet of Things (IoT) is discussed. Finally, some limitations that should be considered in fault localization method development are highlighted.

2.1 Fault Localization

One of the initial thoughts on the fault localization problem was on a possible link to a computer network and thus the possibility that a fault localization solution could be developed based on a computer network. However, it may not be as promising an avenue of research as initially thought. This is due largely to a main fact that differentiates computer networks from the electrical grid. When a fault occurs on an electrical grid the power is disconnected from a large section. In a network if a fault occurs and a node goes down the network remains running and alternate pathways can be used to send information that can localize the bad node or area. This is not the case in an electrical grid. In an electrical grid power is turned off so no communication channels exist, and no nodes remain in operation to report information.

In order for a fault to be localized and fixed the presence of a fault must first be detected. With respect to fault detection there are two categories of faults. The scenarios are High Impedance Faults (HIF) and Low Impedance Faults (LIF). Traditionally the electrical grid used devices that would detect abnormal currents or voltages present on the line to detect faults. This technique is successful in detecting faults with low impedance. This is because these faults result in a high current that can be detected by a range of devices. With LIF a
threshold can be set for the current and once the current passes the threshold then the fault is detected. These faults also cause the phases to become unbalanced which provides another well-used method of detecting faults (e.g. [Balser et al. 1986]) . It is highlighted by [Jota and Jota 1999] that HIFs are more difficult to detect. They are difficult to detect because a high impedance fault would mimic the normal operation of the grid. It is also noted that HIFs do not create a noticeable change in current and are therefore very difficult to detect [Jota and Jota 1999]. The paper presented by [Jota and Jota 1999] also states the only way these types of faults are detected traditionally is by customer call-ins due to power loss or sighting of down power lines. In relation to the quantity of HIFs [Wester 1998] states that only 5 – 20 percent of all faults are HIFs. The primary focus of research and development in the field has therefore been to localize LIFs which are responsible for up to 80 – 95 percent of faults. These faults are detected most often by using voltmeters and ammeters that record the voltage and current on the electrical grid. The current and voltage is altered by the fault and changes the expected 60Hz sign wave. The effects of faults and how they are measured is also discussed Section 2.1, 2.1 and Chapter 3.

**Figure 2.1. General fault localization techniques**

Figure 2.1 shows the general fault localization methods as highlighted by [Marguet 2015]. Initially these methods were developed for the transmission grid as that was the initial focus of fault localization. These methods are still considered general because they are the primary methods used to localize faults that have been adapted for both the transmission and distribution grid with varying levels of success.
2.1.1 Fault Localization with Impedance based Equations

Within the impedance-based methods [Marguet 2015] identified three main sub-categories. These are positive reactance, loop reactance and the Takagi equation. These methods use equations that require precise details about the elements on the grid. These techniques require information that includes the type and the length of the conductor, and the amount of power being used by each consumer.

2.1.1.1 Positive Reactance

Positive reactance computation is used to estimate the fault distance in works by [Saha et al. 2001] and [Das et al. 2011]. A challenge specific to this approach is that it has to make an assumption on the load in the network. This can be particularly challenging as the amount of power being used by certain areas of the network is difficult to determine at a given time since customers’ power consumption at any time is very dynamic. The powering on or off of components in the home effects the amount of power travelling through the network. Given that multiple customers exist in any section of the network, knowing the exact power consumption is usually very difficult. This leaves the accuracy of the fault location heavily dependent on estimations which is difficult to do because of the dynamicity of customer power consumption.

2.1.1.2 Loop Reactance

Loop reactance uses the loop impedance calculation to determine fault distance. This approach is presented by [Karnik et al. 2011]. This approach does not consider the current generated by the load in its calculation of the distance.

2.1.1.3 Takagi Equation

Takagi equation presented by [Takagi et al. 1982] uses the voltage and current measurements to compute the fault distance. This approach also requires that an assumption be made on the load on the network. The assumption in this case is the load in the network only occurs beyond the fault location and that the load also remains the same as its pre-fault value. This is inaccurate as there are many branches in the network and faults can occur anywhere. This means that in most cases there will also be a load between
the fault and the measurement device. This assumption therefore almost always guarantees that the system is not represented accurately.

2.1.2 Fault Localization with Travelling Waves

When a fault occurs in the grid a wave is emitted from the fault location and travels across the grid like a ripple in a pond. This *incident* wave reflects off the end of the line and travels back up the line. Figure 2.2 shows this phenomenon on a single line network.
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**Figure 2.2. Incident and reflected waves in an electrical grid**

When a fault occurs in the grid a wave is emitted from the fault location and travels across the grid. This *incident* wave reflects off the end of the line and then travels back up the line. The reflected waves also bounce off the fault location. Figure 2.3 shows this occurring on a single line network. The sensor S₁ records the arrival times of waves on the line between S₁ and the endpoint (EP₁). This list of arrival times makes up the fault signal. When the fault occurs at time $T₀$ the incident wave $W₁$ travels up the line and arrives at the sensor S₁ at $T₁$. The incident wave also travels down the line and reflects off the endpoint and creates the reflected wave $Wᵣ$. This reflected wave $Wᵣ$ travels back up the line and arrives at the sensor at time $T₂$. There are a number of other reflections that bounce off different combinations of the fault and the endpoint.
The work presented in [Marguet 2015] sub-categorizes travelling wave methods into relay measurement and wavelet transform methods.

### 2.1.2.1 Relay Measurements

Relay measurements are used to detect fault surges and calculate distances using a given propagation delay. An example of the use of relay measurements can be found in [Crossley and McLaren 1983]. The work done in [Crossley and McLaren 1983] represents one of the first uses of measured currents and voltages to locate faults. Relay measurements record the current and voltage data on the network. This data also contains the fault surges that were discussed previously. Once the time of these surges is also captured the distance from the fault can be calculated once the speed that these surges travel is known. According to [Crossley and McLaren 1983] the relays must be able to identify the incident surge and the reflection of the incident wave. Once these can be identified the times they are detected can be logged. Part of the work presented by [Crossley and McLaren 1983] explains that by taking the delay between these two waves and multiplying it by the propagation velocity of the waves, the distance from the relay point to the fault can be determined. Relay measurements then lead to the development of wavelet transform methods. This was done to address the complications of detecting the surges within the existing waveforms present on the electrical grid. Other work ranges from studying different techniques that use relays and wavelets as seen in [Bumanapalli Ravindranath et al. 2007] to studying the

![Figure 2.3. Technical diagram of travelling waves](image-url)
effectiveness of methods depending on the type of electrical networks seen in [Achleitner et al. 2008].

2.1.2.2 Wavelet Transform

Wavelet transform methods build on the original relay measurement technique. They improve relay measurements by using a wavelet transformation on the signal to extract high frequency surges and then calculate distances using a given propagation speed. An example of a wavelet transform method is presented by [Magnago and Abur 1998]. The challenge in using this method as highlighted by [Marguet 2015] is that it requires a high sampling rate. This travelling wave approach is often used in the transmission grid. A fault localization technique is presented in [Hizam and Crossley 2006] that uses a model of the network and a simulation of faults to perform the localization. The solution proposed by [Hizam and Crossley 2006] uses the known reflection points of the network and the time delays between travelling waves traversing the network when a fault occurs. The final location of the fault requires a simulation of possible locations in a simulator and a subsequent comparison for similarity is required for the final localization.

2.2 Fault Localization in Distribution Grids

Transmission grids are effectively the intercity backbone responsible for delivering power to cities. If a fault occurs in the transmission grid it would therefore result in power loss to entire cities. Hence, initial fault localization techniques focused on these networks.

After successfully addressing the localization of faults in the transmission grid focus then shifted on further improving the continuity of power service within the smaller impact area-the distribution grids. Initially attempts were made to apply transmission grid solutions within the distribution grid but this had limited results.

The main issues found in these techniques are with the increased complexity of the distribution grid. These characteristics make fault localization solutions developed for transmission grids difficult to migrate to the distribution grid. Table 2.1 shows the characteristics and differences between the transmission and distribution grid.
Table 2.1 Characteristics of the transmission and distribution grids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Transmission Grid</th>
<th>Distribution Grid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Area of coverage</td>
<td>~ 1000s of miles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of branches</td>
<td>Very low (&lt; 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Number of components</td>
<td>Few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Changes made to structure</td>
<td>Very Few</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Accuracy of data on structure</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Variations on conductors</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Location (above/below) ground</td>
<td>Above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Structure of grid</td>
<td>Straight Line (End to End) and Radial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following list provides an explanation of the 8 characteristic differences outlined in Table 2.1.

1. The area covered by the distribution grid is smaller making small errors in localization much more complicated to correct.
2. Distribution grids have many branches on any given feeder.
3. There is a substantially a higher number of components present in distribution grids than in transmission grids, complicating calculations made for localization.
4. The structure of the distribution grid is much more dynamic as new customers are added much more often on the distribution grid, changing its structure.
5. The information available for the electrical grid typically has more errors as its components are changed and new ones added.
6. The distribution grid can have any number of different conductor types as several transformations are made on the voltage to step it down to consumer usage needs.
7. Distribution networks have potions of their network running underground. This changes the properties of the variables used in some fault localization calculations. For
example, the impedance due to a change in conductor type, as these cables are insulated and cannot carry the same amount of power due to lack of heat dissipation.

8. The transmission grid largely focuses on one-way transfer of power from upstream (power generation plants) to downstream (cities). It is mostly an end to end transfer of power with radial branches along this path that supply cities along the path. In the distribution grid, there is a much higher complexity in power flow as there are frequent loops in its structure. There are also switches that may cause the flow of power along a section of the network to be reversed or to take a different path entirely.

The distribution grid is therefore seen as a much more complex system due to these characteristics highlighted in Table 2.1. These characteristics make fault localization much more difficult. This is also discussed by [Marguet 2015]. There have been a number of implementations of the general solutions shown in figure 8 in the distribution grids. In the next section, a focus is placed on solutions designed specifically for distribution grids, in an attempt to handle the complexity of the distribution grid.

To address the challenges in applying the general methods to the distribution grid, a number of solutions were developed. These solutions include the use of:

- An enhanced analysis of travelling waves
- Fuzzy set theory
- Direct circuit analysis
- Iterative fault distance
- Impedance-based methods
- Phasor measurement units
- Smart meters
- Current Sensors

This is by no means an exhaustive list of the methods developed but only seeks to capture a variety of these methods. The methods in this list represent a sample of some of the more common approaches taken to localize faults in distribution grids.
2.2.1 Enhanced Analysis of Travelling Waves

In the work associated with fault localization in distribution grids, a particular focus has been placed on enhancing the solutions that utilize travelling waves to allow them to be more accurate on the distribution grid. These solutions look to add more sophisticated analysis of the travelling waves and add new components to improve accuracy of the localization results. These techniques employ neural networks and genetic algorithms. Fault cases of fault locations and corresponding energy vectors are created in [Pourahmadi-Nakhli and Safavi 2011] that are unique to the path to the fault on a given network. These fault locations and energy vector pairs are used to train a neural network to select the fault location based on a given energy vector. The works of [Wen and Chang 1998, Srinivasan et al. 2000] use a genetic algorithm as part of a solution that provides support for handling more complicated faults and locate faulty sections and defects in the feeder protection systems at the same time. Though the approaches show an increased performance, the dynamic nature of the distribution grid may pose a major challenge to accessing and maintaining a record of the data that is needed to establish the energy vectors.

2.2.2 Fuzzy Set Theory

An approach that uses weather is investigated by [Jarventausta et al. 1994]. They look to weather as a strong influencer on faults. Their solution uses the knowledge of fault types according to the weather and the physical locations in which sections of the electrical grid are located. According to [Jarventausta et al. 1994] fuzzy set theory allows decisions to be made in the absence of statistical data. Instead of determining the probability of a fault location it determines the possibility of a fault being in that location. It uses the geology of the areas around the network to determine if a location could have a fault. The use of data on weather and fuzzy set theory to localize faults can be effective. However, this requires access to and maintenance of data like geological records of the area surrounding the distribution grid which may not always be available or accurate.

2.2.3 Direct Circuit Analysis

The work of [Myeon-Song et al. 2004] focuses on improving an equation-based solution. The traditional solution uses direct circuit analysis. It is also stated by [Myeon-Song et al.
that an unbalanced grid provides complications that prevent traditional direct circuit analysis equations from being used. It is then argued by [Myeon-Song et al. 2004] that the derivation of the fault location equation becomes too complex in an unbalanced system. Their solution introduces a method that simplifies the derivation process for the conventional fault localization equation. The simplification is achieved by applying a matrix inverse lemma. The direct circuit analysis approach’s major challenge is in the complexity of the calculations used to determine the fault location. Even though the complications were addressed, the data needed creates a potential point of failure if the accuracy of the data is not precise in an already complex process.

### 2.2.4 Iterative Fault Distance

This solution developed by [Jun et al. 1997] uses steady state analysis of the distribution network. It uses known characteristics about the distribution feeder (the cables used in a distribution grid to transport power) and information recorded by electrical voltage and current measurement devices when the fault occurs. This method uses a model of the system and would therefore have potential inaccuracies. To address the potential inaccuracies of the model, the algorithm estimates fault regions using probabilistic modeling and analysis. The method first computes possible fault locations using readings at the substation. These possible locations are then ranked and pruned to select the actual fault location using a fault diagnosis algorithm. This method can be effective at addressing the complications of the distribution grid. However, it would require constructing a complex probabilistic model and a fault diagnosis algorithm. An accurate model would require ongoing maintenance as adjustments would need to be made when changes are made to any components which would become very challenging if the grid is providing power in a developing area.

### 2.2.5 Impedance-Based Methods for Distribution Grids

The use of voltage and current measurements for fault localization in the distribution grid was initially examined by [Girgis et al. 1993], [Jun et al. 1997] and [Seung-Jae et al. 2004]. The work in [Gabr et al. 2017] adds to this work on applying impedance based methods to the distribution grid. [Gabr et al. 2017] uses single ended voltage and current...
measurements and uses a quadratic formula to estimate the location of all types of faults. The work in [Gazzana et al. 2014] adds to this work by developing a hybrid solution made up of impedance and travelling wave approaches where measurements are single ended (at the substation). However [Mwifunyi et al. 2019] notes that these methods use constant impedance load modelling which is somewhat detached from the variability of the load in a real distribution grid. The paper presented by [Mwifunyi et al. 2019] also highlights that these impedance-based methods main shortfall is that they provide multiple estimations of possible fault locations. An attempt is made by [Estebsari et al. 2016] to address the main shortfall of multiple estimations of locations by developing another hybrid technique of impedance-based and voltage sag methods to reduce the number of estimations.

The use of Power-line Communication modems (PLC modems) is introduced in [Passerini and Tonello 2017]. Power-line communication is used to send data over the same cables that distribute power throughout an electrical grid. The work in [Passerini and Tonello 2017] seeks to leverage the presence of PLC modems in grids that utilize PLC. As the PLC modems will already be deployed in such a distribution grid [Passerini and Tonello 2017] look at the employment of these devices to detect high impedance faults (HIF). Focus is placed on HIFs by [Passerini and Tonello 2017] as they are more difficult to detect (as discussed in section 4) but can still be a public hazard. The solution uses a single impedance measurement at the central office. The work done by [Lazaropoulos 2017], [Lazaropoulos 2017] and [Lazaropoulos 2017] also looks at the development of a fault localization technique using a PLC method known as broadband over power lines (BPL). These are mentioned as they are a fault localization technique but are only possible in a power grid that uses PLC equipment which is very uncommon.

2.2.6 Phasor Measurement Units

Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) are employed by [Gopakumar et al. 2015] throughout the grid to access voltage and current data. Their work primarily attempts to localize faults in the transmission grid and then briefly looks at applying the PMUs in the distribution grid. The solution created by [Gopakumar et al. 2015] analyses the voltage phasor angle at the bus using a fast Fourier transform. A bus in this context refers to the junction on a distribution feeder where the distribution feeder cable branches off to supply multiple areas
with power. A three step localization technique is introduced by [Gopakumar et al. 2015]. The first is the identification of the bus related to the faulty branch. This is done by looking at the phase angle deviations of the busses. The second is the identification of the faulty branch connected to that bus, done by a comparison of all the busses connected to that faulty bus. The final step is the distance from the bus to the fault along the identified faulty branch. This final step is done by analyzing the variations in the current phasor angle in the faulty branch.

The work done by [Jamei et al. 2018] and [Jamei et al. 2020] focus on determining the optimal placement of PMUs. In [Jamei et al. 2018] an initial look at the limitations of fault localization using PMUs is discussed. The work presented in [Jamei et al. 2018] also introduces the notion of a fault location being calculated as a group of locations where determining a specific fault location may not be possible. The effect of the placement of sensors on fault localization is determined by [Jamei et al. 2020] who offer some initial insight on the topic and continue their work on PMU placement. The work in [Jamei et al. 2020] also analyzes the distribution of different fault location hypotheses using the Kullback Leibler divergence and analyze the topology of the grid and how the placement of PMUs effect the ability to localize faults. The goal is to use this analysis to formulate a PMU placement strategy for a given number of sensors. The use of multiple devices and the optimization of their placement in the grid shows a very promising direction for future work. However, there may be some difficulty with the use of the variations in phasor angle as the phasor angle can change quite frequently.

### 2.2.7 Smart Feeder Meters and Voltage Sag

The use of meters for the distribution feeder is looked at in [Trindade et al. 2014] and [Trindade and Freitas 2017]. The introduction of meters for feeders that are able to monitor voltage sag is made by [Trindade et al. 2014]. In their work, [Trindade et al. 2014] combine the voltage sag data with outage maps to localize faults on distribution feeders. They then build on this in [Trindade and Freitas 2017] to enhance the accuracy of their original idea by determining the best location for the feeder meters.
The presentation of a new approach to localize faults using a three-dimensional mapping of phase voltage as a polarization ellipse is made by [Alam et al. 2019]. Within [Alam et al. 2019] they explain that fault classification is carried out by the decision boundaries set by five parametric equations. Localization of faults is done using the five parametric equations by using the variations in these five parameters with respect to distance from the fault location.

A solution is discussed by [Škumát and Ž 2019] specifically for open circuit fault localization utilizing smart meters. The solution presented by [Škumát and Ž 2019] uses the smart meters to capture voltage data in order to localize open circuit faults. The open circuit fault causes a change in voltage that the smart meters can detect if that meter is beyond the fault. The fault location is said to be between the last meter detecting a normal voltage and the first meter detecting an open circuit fault. The work in [Škumát and Ž 2019] notes that the use of smart meters in the fault localization process is a very promising concept for medium and low voltage grids. This is an efficient approach as it does not require modelling or external data sources. However, it depends on the distance between the smart meters which limits its accuracy when pinpointing a fault’s location.

2.2.8 Current Sensors and Voltage Drop

A fault localization method that uses voltage measurements is presented in [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019]. The localization of a fault is performed as a three-step process of faulty branch identification, faulty sector localization and a distance estimation from the beginning of the feeder. The voltage data used for this process differs depending on if the fault is a single-phase to ground or a three-phase fault. Phase voltage was used for single-phase to ground faults and positive sequence component of the voltage was used for three-phase fault cases. Six factors are considered by [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] when developing the solution. These include the unbalanced nature of the grid; faults at different points in a feeder (beginning, middle or end); different fault types; different load situations; different fault resistances and the placement of sensors. [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] show that the use of sensors can provide reliable solutions for fault localization in distribution grids. This is a very effective approach and considers many of the challenges faced in distribution grid
fault localization. The limitation of this solution is in the use of voltage measurements which are difficult to capture in an electrical grid.

2.3 Synchronization in Internet of Things

The solutions developed for fault localization in the distribution grid has gradually moved towards the use of multiple devices throughout the grid. As such, a review of synchronization methods was deemed necessary in order to utilize the data from multiple sensors effectively. The fault events in electrical distribution grids occur in fractions of seconds. The signals used in the solutions propagate through the distribution grid at speeds approaching the speed of light. Many of the approaches mentioned rely on the recorded timing of these fault events. It is therefore imperative that the timing of these events be as accurate as possible. When using more than one device, this would require that the clocks of these devices be synchronized so that an accurate log of fault events can be compiled. Clock synchronization can be achieved using a number of methods:

- **Berkeley algorithm** – This technique developed by [Gusella and Zatti 1989] uses the average time between multiple nodes as the correct time and all nodes are then adjusted to reflect this time.

- **Clock-sampling mutual network synchronization** – This technique developed by [Rentel and Kunz 2005] uses the fact that every clock in each node has a time drift factor. Once this factor is calculated by a node then their clocks can be corrected.

- **Cristian's algorithm** - This method was developed by [Cristian 1989] and relies on the existence of an accurate time source and a time server. Clients then use the time server to retrieve the correct time.

- **Global Positioning System** - GPS satellites have atomic clocks that allow them to be extremely accurate. The GPS satellite sends a signal which allows a receiving device to by synchronized to UTC.

- **Network Time Protocol** – A very widely used method for achieving millisecond accuracy in unreliable networks and is used across the internet.

- **Precision Time Protocol** – A master slave method of delivering highly accurate time that is used mainly for synchronization in local area networks.

- **Synchronous Ethernet** – This technique transmits synchronization signals over the ethernet physical layer.
With each of the above methods except the GPS method, a preexisting network is required through which the synchronization protocols are executed. Our focus is on an IoT system where in our case, there may not be such a network available and where communication throughout the system is expensive and not always available. As such, a specific look was taken at synchronization in IoT. According to [Viswanathan et al. 2016] there are two main categories of synchronization specifically for IoT applications.

1. Using the exchange of messages between the nodes of the system.

2. Using periodic external signals (that are not part of the system).

Unfortunately, the first IoT synchronization category also relies on a preexisting underlaying network. We still present the techniques in this category for completeness in section 2.3.1. The external signal methods presented in section 2.3.2 are of particular interest to our work given the lack of a network or high cost in communication.

### 2.3.1 Internal Message Synchronization

Internal messages synchronization methods are techniques that allow nodes on the network to send messages to each other that enable them to synchronize their clocks. The Reference-Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) scheme is presented in [Elson et al. 2002]. The message sent in this scheme does not provide a timestamp. Instead, the arrival time of the messages are used to synchronize clocks. A two-step protocol referred to as Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks (TPSN) is presented in [Ganeriwal et al. 2003]. The initial step determines a hierarchy and then pairwise synchronization is performed among the nodes, ensuring that all nodes are synchronized to the reference node at the top of the hierarchy. During the presentation of the work in [Ganeriwal et al. 2003] they argue that this method performs twice as good as RBS. The Flooding time Synchronization Protocol (FTSP) is studied in [Maroti et al. 2004]. This protocol is resistant to node failures and achieves this by dynamically updating the topology of the node network and periodically flooding the system with synchronization messages. The discussion in [Maroti et al. 2004] explains that their protocol’s performance is achieved by utilizing MAC-layer time stamping, and error compensation using clock skew estimation. They state that their solution outperforms both the RBS and TPSN methods by achieving and average per-hop error of around one microsecond. The solutions in this category require regular communication with all nodes.
These solutions also require an existing network between all nodes. Unfortunately, the network used for this method is not available in most electrical grids.

2.3.2 External Signal Synchronization

There are a number of external signals that have been used as time keeping events in order to allow devices that can detect them to synchronize their clocks. Time keeping radio stations signals are used by [Chen et al. 2011]; [Li et al. 2011] use the Radio Data System; [Hao et al. 2011] take advantage of Wi-Fi beacons using Zigbee nodes to detect the beacons; [Rowe et al. 2009] design a device that utilizes electromagnetic radiation to calibrate clocks by detecting ac cycles; [Li et al. 2012] employs light sensors to detect the flickering of fluorescent lights and calibrate clocks. The solutions that utilize external signals allow devices to operate autonomously. These solutions do not explicitly require an existing network as the synchronization signal is not passed through the network. These methods take advantage of signals that already exist in their environment, which allows the system to synchronize without network communication.

2.4 Limitations of Existing Work

An initial review of the general fault localization problem and existing solutions was chosen as the starting point. This provides the path that the research has taken so far and provides information on where it is going. [Marguet 2015] discussed the initial motivation of fault localization and its origins in the transmission grid and looked at its migration over time into the distribution grid. The most important factor discovered upon such a review was the foundation provided by initial solutions for fault localization. These fundamental approaches can be summarized into two main types:

1. Temporal analysis of transient signals created by the fault event.
2. Comparative analysis of measurements of power variables (current, voltage, load etc.) during the fault event.

It can be argued that all fault localization techniques fall under either of these categories or contains elements of one or both categories. These two fundamental categories to fault localization solutions would remain as the primary methods from which solutions emerge. In recent research, it was found that newer solutions applied various enhancements to
improve performance and applicability. These enhancements have ranged from improvements in physical devices and their capabilities to enhanced methods of analyzing fault signals and data.

The transient signal category (travelling wave approaches) has the major challenge of handling the exceptionally complex signals present on the distribution grid. The transient signals in the distribution grid bounce off all the distribution grid’s many components (like meters, switches, transformers line terminations etc.). This is highly challenging as there are hundreds of these components on a single feeder in the distribution grid and these reflected signals can cancel out each other.

The power variable category also suffers due to the complexity of the distribution grid. Many of these variables are highly dynamic and are impacted by every consumer drawing power from the grid. There is also the presence of noise and effects of environmental influencers (temperature, humidity, animals, tree branches etc.). Even though these may have a smaller impact they can reduce the accuracy of the calculations.

Another strong limitation of fault localization in electrical grids is in testing. To implement many of these solutions in the grid for testing, new equipment must be added to electrical grid. This poses quite a challenge as there is risk involved in adding new components to the electrical grid that may adversely affect its consumers. In addition to this, many technical problems would have to be solved like determining power sources for the devices and communication methods between the devices. As a result of this, few solutions are placed into the electrical grid and tested in the field. Instead, simulations of the electrical grid are run to mitigate the risk involved by field testing. With these limitations in mind the solution should also draw the least risk and be cost effective when being implemented in an electrical grid.

The fault localization methods that have been developed for the distribution grid have had varying degrees of success. Some solutions have been quite successful in enhancing the localization methods used in the transmission grid like the impedance-based and travelling waves methods discussed in this chapter. These solutions have generally not been deployed due to the complex data requirements that may not be available. The more recent work in
fault localization shows a movement toward the use of multiple sensors for fault localization. However, the challenge becomes keeping these devices synchronized as clock drift has a significant impact on the accuracy due to the speed of travel of signals on the grid. In conclusion, these multi device solutions are not perfect but indicate that a promising direction for future work is toward the use of multiple meters or sensors throughout the grid.

2.5 Summary

This chapter (Chapter 2) discusses fault localization methods in both the transmission and distribution grids. All fault localization approaches generally fall under two categories, Travelling Wave methods and Impedence-Based methods. This chapter started by examining the older approaches to localize faults in the transmission grid. These original approaches lay the foundation for all the work that follows for fault localization in distribution grids. The enhancement of the original travelling wave methods are the most successful methods developed for distribution grids. However, this success depends on the use of data captured using multiple devices. It was noted however that there is no consideration for the synchronization of these devices. This dissertation notes the synchronization of data across devices as a key element for the development of a fault localization solution. The next chapter (Chapter 3) is dedicated to the process of synchronizing the data used for fault localization. Chapter 3 presents a method to ensure the data collected for fault localization with travelling wave methods is accurately synchronized across all devices.
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Chapter 3

3 Device Synchronization for Fault Localization in Electrical Distribution Grids

3.1 Introduction

This chapter focuses on the synchronization of data used in travelling wave fault localization methods. The most promising method of localizing faults in a distribution grid employs data from multiple sensors/devices in the localization process. However previous work does not consider the need for data synchronization across these devices. This chapter presents a method that synchronizes the travelling wave data recorded for fault localization. It leverages a device known as a recloser that is part of the distribution grid.

The electrical grid consists of power plants, the transmission network and the distribution network. Power plants traditionally generate power from either coal, water, oil or nuclear. Power plants are typically located miles away from power consumers. In order to transmit the power over these large distances to consumers the power is sent over the transmission network through a transmission substation that converts the power to a high voltage suitable for long distance transmission. Once it reaches a cluster of electricity consumers it then uses the distribution network to deliver the power to the consumers. The transition from the transmission network to the distribution network is through a distribution substation which uses transformers to reduce the power voltage before it is transmitted to the consumers. A distribution feeder refers to the cables that transmit the power from substations.

Faults can occur at different stages throughout the electrical grid. These faults, given the amount of power passing through the grid, can cause massive damage to the equipment and even cause harm to people. Should a fault occur, the grid is designed to quickly stop sending power to that section of the grid. This protects people, the electrical grid, and its equipment.

To restore the power, the fault must first be localized. After this the fault can then be cleared and power can be restored. Faults can occur in both the transmission and distribution
segments of the electrical grid. However due to the large area typically effected by a transmission grid level fault, initial localization techniques focused on the transmission grid. There are two categories of fault localization techniques [Marguet 2015]: impedance-based (e.g. [Saha et al. 2001],[Das et al. 2011], [Karnik et al. 2011], [Takagi et al. 1982]) and travelling waves (e.g. [Crossley and McLaren 1983], [Magnago and Abur 1998], [Hizam and Crossley 2006]).

For distribution grids, initial attempts focused on applying transmission grid solutions within the distribution grid. This had limited results since the distribution grid topology is more complex than the transmission grid. The characteristics of the distributed grid that makes it difficult to apply methods used in the transmission grid include the following: (i) The area covered by the distribution grid is smaller making small errors in localization much more complicated to correct; (ii) Distribution grids have many branches on any given feeder; (iii) The transmission grid largely focuses on one-way transfer of power from upstream (power generation plants) to downstream (cities). In the distribution grid, there are frequent loops and switches that may cause the flow of power along a section of the network to be reversed or to take a different path entirely; (iv) The structure of the distribution grid is more dynamic since new customers can be added to the distribution grid; (v) Distribution networks have portions of their network placed underground. This changes the properties assumed in the existing work in fault localization for the transmission grid. Figure 3.1 graphically depicts the difference in topology between transmission and distribution grids.

![Figure 3.1. Transmission and distribution grid examples](image-url)
More recently there has been increased use of sensors (e.g. [Trindade et al. 2014], [Trindade and Freitas 2017], [Škumát and Ž 2019], [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019]) to provide more data on the distribution grid. These solutions show promise. However, a challenge with the use of multiple sensor devices is the synchronization of these devices. The fault data recorded by each device must be synchronized so that it can be used effectively. This is especially challenging because faults and the data they generate typically last fractions of seconds. This requires a highly accurate and specialized clock as a few microseconds of error equates to hundreds of meters in distance calculations. The papers that use sensors typically assume that synchronization is already done.

This paper’s contribution is a method that allows the synchronization of data collected by devices at multiple locations in the distribution grid without reliance on the accuracy of the clocks used in each device. Faults often manifest themselves as a sudden drop or surge in the current. Before the sudden drop or surge, an incident wave is generated and travels throughout the grid. This is followed by other waves that travel as the result of incident wave reflecting off the ends of the power cables. Sensors can be used to detect the incident wave. With this information and the knowledge of the distance between sensors and propagation speed it is possible to determine the distance to a fault.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 3.2 different approaches to synchronization are introduced. Section 3.3 provides background information for the environment in which the synchronization method will be applied. Section 3.4 highlights important concepts for the presented method. Section 3.5 provides specific details on the method presented. Section 3.6 looks at the performance of the proposed approach and section 3.7 draws final conclusions.

3.2 Related Work

The introduction discusses the limitations of fault diagnosis approaches in the distribution grid. This section focusses on synchronization. The synchronization of nodes referenced in the literature would be analogous to the sensor devices in our system. Viswanathan et al [Viswanathan et al. 2016] identified two categories of synchronization typically used for sensor-based applications: (i) Exchange of messages between the nodes of the system; (ii)
periodic external signals that are not part of the system. The first synchronization category relies on a pre-existing communications network. The external signal methods are of particular interest to our work given the lack of a network and high cost in communication.

3.2.1 Internal Message Synchronization

Internal message synchronization methods are techniques that allow nodes on the network to send messages to each other to enable them to synchronize their clocks. [Elson et al. 2002] present the Reference-Broadcast Synchronization (RBS) scheme. The message sent in this scheme does not provide a timestamp. Instead, the arrival times of the messages are used to synchronize clocks. A two-step protocol is presented in [Ganeriwal et al. 2003]. The first step determines a hierarchy for all nodes and then pairwise synchronization is performed among the nodes, ensuring that all nodes are synchronized to the reference node at the top of the hierarchy. A protocol that is resistant to node failures is presented by [Maroti et al. 2004]. This protocol becomes resistant to node failures by dynamically updating the topology of the node network and periodically flooding the system with synchronization messages. AMAC-layer time stamping, and error compensation using clock skew estimation is used by [Maroti et al. 2004]. The solutions in this category require regular communication among all nodes and thus assumes an existing network between all nodes.

3.2.2 External Signal Synchronization

There are a number of external signals that have been used as time keeping events in order to allow devices that can detect them to synchronize their clocks. Time keeping radio station signals are used by [Chen et al. 2011]; [Li et al. 2011] uses the Radio Data System; [Hao et al. 2011] take advantage of Wi-Fi beacons using Zigbee nodes to detect the beacons; [Rowe et al. 2009] designed a device that utilizes electromagnetic radiation to calibrate clocks by detecting ac cycles; [Li et al. 2012] employs light sensors to detect the flickering of fluorescent lights to calibrate clocks. The solutions that utilize external signals allow devices to operate autonomously. These solutions do not explicitly require an existing communication network as the synchronization signal is not passed through a network. These methods take advantage of signals that already exist in their environment,
which allows the system to synchronize without communication. The proposed method also leverages external signals.

3.3 Background: Electrical Power Generation and Faults

3.3.1 Power Generation

Power is generated at power plants. Power plants use generators to move magnets near a wire to create a steady flow of electrons. When a conductor (e.g., copper wire in the shape of coil) is placed within changing magnetic fields, the electrons in the conductor move which means that an electric current is generated. The movement of the magnet is done through a turbine which is a device that burns fuels to rotate the magnets.

Power is generated as alternating current. The magnetic induction causes current to flow relative to the polarity of the end of the magnet. If the end of the magnet next to the coil is positive, then the current flows towards the magnet. If it is the negative end, then the current will flow away from the magnet. As the magnet rotates, and the positive end gets further away from the coil the current weakens until it falls to zero. As the negative end of the magnet moves closer to the coil the current increases again but negatively (negative and positive are used in this context to indicate direction and do not cancel each other out). This effectively creates an alternating current between the maximum current in both directions. When this is plotted over time it creates a sine waveform as seen in figure 3.2. Power is generated in three phases, using 3 coils.

Each coil is separated by 120 degrees and generates its own alternating current as the magnet rotates. Each coil would therefore have power but at different times. Each coil provides a phase where each phase is essentially a feeder (a line used to transmit electrical power). If the current on each coil is plotted over time and placed on the same graph, then the sine waves show what the three-phase alternating current looks like with respect to the change in current over time. This is shown in figure 3.2.
The current shown in figure 3.2 is the expected change in current over time (or normal current) created by the oscillation of the magnets towards and away from the coils.

3.3.2 Faults

This section describes the types of faults, the devices used to protect the power grid when a fault occurs and fault detection. In the electrical grid power is usually distributed using three phases. This means that there are three lines used to move power from one location to another.

3.3.2.1 Handling Faults

A fault is detected by reclosers, relays, fuses and breakers. The area that the fault occurs in is turned off by the reclosures and relays. Once the location of the fault is determined and fixed, power can be restored. In figure 3.3, a fault occurs in the area powered by phase 2 (the blue feeder). When the fault is detected by the recloser, it opens and shuts off power to the entire area powered by that phase. There is no knowledge of the location of the fault. It is only known that something has gone wrong and caused the power to be turned off. If this area covers a two- or four-mile area, that entire area has to be visually inspected. This challenge is compounded by the fact that some of these areas of the grid are buried underground.
Figure 3.3 Example of impact area for a fault

For a fault to be localized and fixed the presence of a fault must first be detected. With respect to fault detection there are two types of faults: High Impedance Faults (HIFs) and Low Impedance Faults (LIFs). HIFs are more difficult to detect since the fault mimics the normal operation of the grid [Magnago and Abur 1998]. However, only 5 – 20 percent of all faults are HIFs [Hizam and Crossley 2006]. The research conducted therefore focuses on localizing LIFs since it is more common.

A LIF allows large amounts of electricity to flow through it. The electrical grid uses devices that detect LIF currents by monitoring for abnormal currents or voltages present on the line. An abnormal current is identified as an interruption(drop) or surge in the flow of current. Figure 3.4 shows the current before and during a fault on a single phase. These drops and surges that constitute an abnormal current are preceded by a set of travelling waves that propagate through the grid. A fault event (like a downed power line) creates a travelling wave referred to as the *incident wave*. This incident wave travels from the fault point in all directions along the power cable and through the network. This travelling wave is the first peak seen in Figure 3.4. The remaining peaks seen are the result of that incident wave.
wave bouncing or reflecting off various components in the electrical grid. These *echo* waves are referred to as reflected waves. The incident wave and reflected waves generated by a fault are referred to as a fault signal.

![Simulation of current data before, during, and after a fault event](image)

**Figure 3.4** Showing simulated current data before, during and after a fault event

### 3.4 Recloser Signals

The method presented in this work can be categorized as an external signal synchronization method since we use signals generated by components of the electric grid. We assume the use of sensors that detect the signals from these components. In our proposed solution the external signals are the set of travelling waves emitted from the recloser on the electrical grid. In distribution feeders there is a recloser device that is activated whenever a fault is detected. Typically, reclosers are located at the beginning of a feeder and therefore control large distribution areas. The recloser is responsible for clearing/removing any temporary faults. These are faults that can be cleared by de-energizing the line for a short period of
time. An example of a temporary fault is a conductive material making brief contact with a power cable creating an arc through which electrical current flows. De-energizing the power cable will break the electrical arc and end the erroneous flow of electricity. When an erroneous fault current is detected the recloser opens and disconnects power to the feeder to give the temporary fault time to clear (in our example break the flow of electricity through the arc). After a predefined time (usually a few seconds), the recloser then reconnects the feeder. If the fault current is then back within normal range, the recloser leaves the power cable/line connected. If the recloser still detects a fault current it will disconnect the feeder again. The number of times the recloser will attempt to clear the fault is defined by the power company but is typically three times [Industry-Partner 2018].

The fault itself causes the first set of travelling waves (fault signal). After this is detected, an attempt by the recloser to clear the fault results in the insertion of two more sets of travelling waves (recloser signals) into the feeder. All three sets of travelling waves cause similar fluctuations in current as seen in Figure 3.5. The difference between a fault’s set of travelling waves (fault signal) and the recloser’s first and second sets of travelling waves (recloser signals) is that the feeder will still have current flowing through it (in the form of abnormal current or fault current) after a fault. However, after the first recloser signal (when opening), the current is reduced to zero and after the second recloser signal (when closing) the flow of current resumes. Figure 3.5 shows the measured current just before and during a fault and the corresponding recloser activation.
Normal operating current can be observed from 0 to 0.5 seconds. This is the expected sign wave from the natural flow of power from the power generation facility (seen previously in figure 3.2). The effect of the fault is seen at 0.5 seconds. Here we can see that the current suddenly changes significantly but some power is still flowing (fault current) up until 1.3 seconds. At 1.3 seconds the recloser activates (by opening and halting the flow of power) and de-energizes the feeder creating another disturbance in electrical current. The recloser opening causes the abnormal fault current to drop to zero (the first recloser signal). After the line is de-energized, the recloser reconnects the power at 3.52 seconds and a surge in current is then detected as power resumes its flow (the second recloser signal). In this case the current is still abnormal (reduced in this case) and the recloser will repeat the process or remain open and permanently disconnect the power.

Figure 3.5 Change in current of measured fault and reclosure signal data for one phase
3.5 Using Reclosers for Synchronization and Fault Localization

This section describes how we leverage the recloser incident wave to synchronize the incident wave from the fault detected by the devices.

The locations of sensors and reclosures on the grid are known and hence the distances between them are known. The propagation speed of waves on the given line is also known. With this information the time it takes for the recloser’s travelling wave to reach some sensor A can be calculated using equation 1.

\[ T_A^R = \text{dist}(R, A) \times s \]  

(1)

where \( \text{dist}(R, A) \) is the distance between the recloser and sensor A, and \( s \) denotes the propagation speed of waves on the given line. \( T_A^R \) is the time that sensor A receives the reclosure signal while \( T_B^R \) is the time that sensor B receives the reclosure signal. The relationship between distance and delays allows us to measure delays and then convert delay values to distances. The delay between the reclosure signal arriving at sensor A and B is represented by \( \text{delay}_{A,B}^R \). Thus, the delay value represents the difference between the times that sensors A and B detect the reclosure signal. Since the locations of sensor A and B are known as well as the location of the recloser and the propagation speed of line, the delay between the arrival times of the recloser to each sensor can be determined a priori. This delay between the arrival times of the recloser to each sensor can be calculated by equation 2.

\[ \text{delay}_{A,B}^R = T_A^R - T_B^R \]  

(2)

The measured delay between the fault and recloser signals detected by sensor \( x \) is represented by \( \text{delay}_f^R(x) \). Equation 3 is used to calculate the time delay between the recloser wave and the fault wave measured by a single sensor, \( x \).

\[ \text{delay}_f^R(x) = T_x^R - T_x^f \]  

(3)
By taking the delay between $T_{x}^{R}$ and $T_{x}^{f}$ the arrival of the fault signal at sensor $x$ can be measured with respect to the recloser signal rather than the possibly incorrect time of sensor $x$’s clock. The expected delay of a signal travelling from sensor A to sensor B is represented by $\text{delay}^{A}_{B}$. The $\text{delay}^{A}_{B}$, $\text{delay}^{f}_{R}(A)$, $\text{delay}^{R}_{f}(B)$ and $\text{delay}^{R}_{A,B}$ can be used to factor out the recloser times and provide a way to localize a fault $f$ from sensor A using equation 4. The function abs() takes the absolute value of the calculation and $s$ is the propagation speed of waves on the given line.

$$dist(A, f) = \text{abs}\left(\frac{\text{delay}^{A}_{B} - \left(\text{delay}^{R}_{f}(B) - \text{delay}^{R}_{A,B} - \text{delay}^{R}_{f}(A)\right)}{2}\right)/s \quad (4)$$

The delay components which make up the equation for fault localization (equation 1) only use the local times recorded by the sensor for which that delay is being determined. The result of using the delays between fault and recloser signals detected by each sensor ensures that fault location calculations do not require a global clock. The testing of this equation is presented in section 3.6.

### 3.6 Evaluation

To determine the effectiveness of this method we simulated a distribution line with two sensors as shown in figure 3.6. One end is connected to a substation providing power, which then flows along the line through the recloser and continues to a customer.

![Figure 3.6 Example of a cable sensors and recloser](image)

Using the known distances, the propagation delay of the line and equation 1, faults occurring between the two sensors A and B can be localized. Genuine testing for this solution’s application in a real scenario, required the simulation of an actual fault and applying the solution in this scenario to determine its effectiveness. For this testing
Simulink is used to create a model of a distribution line using figure 3.6 as the template. The recloser and sensors are added, and a fault is then simulated between the two sensors.

3.6.1 Establishing the Sample Rate

For the proof of concept in a real-world scenario, a sample rate of 5Mhz was chosen. This initial value was chosen as a 5Mhz sample rate is one of the less expensive devices that can be used for recording the fault data needed for this solution. This sample rate determines how often the electrical current is measured at each sensor’s location. The expected timing of the reclosure and fault wave arrival times was calculated and then compared with the arrival times recorded during the simulation. This was done for eight measurements of recloser and fault waves. Eight tests allowed two faults to be simulated on the rising and falling segments of positive and negative current values generated by alternating current (as explained using figure 3.2). The measurement of arrival times of the recloser wave at 5Mhz resulted in an average error of 57.64 meters to be introduced into the calculation of the fault location. The error in the measurement of arrival times of the fault incident wave at 5Mhz resulted in an average error of 70.17 meters to be introduced into the calculation of the fault location.

These errors in recloser and fault wave measurements due to a 5Mhz sample rate resulted in errors of final fault location calculations for the tests to be from 23 meters up to 168 meters. With a sample rate of 5Mhz there is a gap of 2e-7 seconds (0.2 microseconds) between samples. This means that the current change that is indicative of an incident wave could be detected up to 2e-7 seconds after its arrival. This is because in a worst-case scenario, if the sample is taken just before the current changes, the entire 2e-7 seconds would pass before the next sample is taken and the change in current is detected. The impact of such a delay can be seen when using the signal propagation delay on a given cable. The propagation delay of the cable in our scenario is 288x10^6 meters per second. When converted to distance that 2e-7 seconds (0.2 microseconds) translates to 57 meters. This means that at 5Mhz every sample can have an error of 57 meters. As two samples are taken, 114 meters of error can be introduced due to the sample rate for each sensor.
At this point it was noted that a correct sample rate must first be determined and then the solution can be tested. The optimal sample rate is dependent on the signal speed of the cable and the desired error range. More practically, this would also include the cost of the device, as devices with higher sample rates are more expensive.

![Graph showing error rate reduction from increase in sample rate](image)

**Figure 3.7 Showing error rate reduction from increase in sample rate**

Figure 3.7 shows the decrease in error achieved by the increase in sample rate. In figure 3.7 the improvement of error for sample rate increase quickly diminishes requiring large increases of sampling rate for a small reduction in error.

In a real-world implementation, the sample rate chosen may vary based on the signal speed of the cable used and the cost of the devices. In our tests 20Mhz is chosen because an error of 14 meters provides a high level of accuracy for the computational and storage cost of running a simulation at that sample rate. When implementing the solution, larger sample rates can be used to reduce the error entirely if needed. To remove the error entirely the chosen sample rate should be equal to the propagation speed of the power cables used in the grid being monitored.
3.6.2 Final Evaluation

Using 20MHz as the sampling rate should reduce the error from 0.2 microseconds to 0.05 microseconds (or 50 nano seconds) per sample for a signal propagation speed of $288 \times 10^6$ providing an overall reduction in fault location error to under 30 meters. This would then show that it is possible to control (reduce or remove) the error in fault localization by adjusting the sampling rate according to the propagation speed of the signals on the electrical cable being monitored.

Ten tests were conducted with a sample rate of 20 Megahertz to confirm that the error falls within the expected range for such a sample rate given a signal propagation speed of $288 \times 10^6$. Random fault locations were placed along a cable and simulated in Simulink. The delay between the fault signal arriving at each sensor was calculated using the recloser to synchronize. The delay was then used to determine the fault location. The results are shown in table 3.1. The average error of these test was 15.73 meters with a maximum error of 26.51 meters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Distance (meters)</th>
<th>Actual Distance (meters)</th>
<th>Error (meters)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1289.63</td>
<td>1300.00</td>
<td>10.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1181.56</td>
<td>1200.00</td>
<td>18.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2377.52</td>
<td>2400.00</td>
<td>22.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1887.61</td>
<td>1900.00</td>
<td>12.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988.47</td>
<td>2000.00</td>
<td>11.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2074.93</td>
<td>2100.00</td>
<td>25.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987.03</td>
<td>1000.00</td>
<td>12.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>489.91</td>
<td>500.00</td>
<td>10.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>792.51</td>
<td>800.00</td>
<td>7.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3573.49</td>
<td>3600.00</td>
<td>26.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.7 Synchronization of Multiple Sensors

The example used in Section 3.6 uses two sensors to show how the recloser can be used to synchronize the fault signal’s arrival time at each sensor and determine the location of the fault in a single equation. An important element in fault localization with this equation is that even though there may be many sensors in the distribution grid, only two sensors are needed to determine a fault’s location using Equation 4 from section 3.5. The only requirement in choosing the two sensors is that the sensors must be on either side of the fault (the fault must be between the two sensors chosen).

It is also possible to use the recloser signal to synchronize the data separately from the localization of the fault. The steps to synchronize the travelling wave fault data across multiple sensors are outlined below:

- Step 1 - Use the known distances between the sensors and the recloser to calculate the expected delays between the recloser signal arrival time at each sensor.
- Step 2 - Calculate the delay between the fault and recloser signals for each sensor.
- Step 3 - Use the expected delays of the recloser signals between sensors (calculated in step 1) to correctly align the recloser signals and align the fault signals relative to their corresponding recloser signals (using the delays calculated in step 2).

Figure 3.8 shows an example of a grid with a recloser, three sensors and a fault occurring at the fault point on the grid. Table 3.2 shows the corresponding adjacency matrix of Figure 3.8 for the sensors and recloser.
Table 3.2 Adjacency matrix of sensors and reclosers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Recloser (Km)</th>
<th>Sensor A (Km)</th>
<th>Sensor B (Km)</th>
<th>Sensor C (Km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recloser (Km)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor A (Km)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor B (Km)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor C (Km)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Delays between recloser signal times of each sensor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recloser Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A - B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first step outlined above is completed using a propagation delay of 0.01s per Km, the delays of the recloser signal between each sensor is calculated and shown in Table 3.3. The second step, calculating the delays between the fault and recloser signal is shown in Figure 3.9. The delays for sensor A, B and C are 0.02, 0.04 and 0.05 respectively as shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4 Delays between recloser and fault signals for each sensor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recloser - Fault Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The values in Table 3.4 are generated by simulating the example shown in Figure 3.8 and recording the recloser and fault signals at each sensor. Using Sensor A as an example, say the fault occurs at \( T = 0 \). Sensor A will get the fault signal at \( T = 0.015 \). That fault signal will reach the recloser at \( T = 0.025 \). The recloser signal would then leave the recloser and arrive at sensor A at \( T = 0.035 \). Using Equation 3 from Section 3.5 the Recloser – Fault Delay for Sensor A would be calculated as shown below.

\[
delay^R_f(A) = T^R_f - T^f_A = 0.035 - 0.015 = 0.02
\]
Figure 3.9 Showing the measured delay between fault and recloser signals of each sensor

The final step is to place the recloser signals the appropriate distance apart using the recloser delays between each sensor from Table 3.3. The fault signal for each sensor can then be inserted at the recorded distance from the recloser signals for each sensor using the Reclosure-Fault delays from Table 3.4. Figure 3.10 shows the final synchronized fault and recloser signals.

Figure 3.10 The alignment of the recloser signals (left) and then the fault signals (right) across multiple devices.

Using equation 4 from Section 3.5 the fault location can be determined by using sensor A and sensor C’s data and is shown below.

$$\text{abs} \left( \frac{\text{delay}_A^C - \left( (\text{delay}_R^A(C) - \text{delay}_R^A(C)) - \text{delay}_R^A(A) \right)}{2} \right) \text{ /s}$$
\[
abs\left(\frac{0.02 - (0.05 - (-0.02)) - 0.02}{2}\right) / s = \frac{\abs{(-0.03)}}{0.01} = 1.5\text{Km}
\]

The final calculation is that the fault is 1.5Km away from sensor A. In this section the synchronization of multiple devices is shown separately from the calculation of the fault location. It provides an example of how all sensors in a grid can be synchronized. Then using equation 4 defined in Section 3.5, the fault is localized which only requires the use of two sensors on either side of the fault.

### 3.8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we present a synchronization method that shows much promise in allowing faults to be localized by using more than one device. This would enhance the stability of the localization system as complete reliance is no longer placed on the accuracy of a single measurement from a single device. Furthermore, the use of expensive clocks or components to maintain synchronization of the devices and their data is not needed, providing a simpler and cheaper system. The purpose of these tests was to determine if equation 1 can synchronize the data collected by the sensors without the synchronization of their clocks and localize faults. These results show that the solution represented in equation 1 can synchronize the data collected by sensors without the need for synchronization between the clocks of each of the sensors. The method was shown to successfully synchronize the data and localize the faults. However, using an arbitrary sampling frequency of 5Mhz resulted in a small error of up to 0.4 microseconds in the final fault location. The remaining testing focused on the study of these small errors and determining a solution for reducing or removing these small errors. The errors were found to be occurring due to the sampling rate used to collect the data and the propagation speed of the signals being recorded in a real-world scenario and not a part of the synchronization solution. The final tests showed that adjusting the sampling rate when considering the propagation speed of the signals measured allowed the error in fault localization to be controlled. These tests show that the synchronization solution can successfully synchronize fault data and localize faults not only in theory but in a real-world scenario. The only present error external to the equation and is due to the propagation speed of the signal and the sample rate used to record the data. Regarding the external factors generating this error,
the test also showed that this error can be removed by increasing the sample rate used to record the data. Once the sample rate is adjusted according to the propagation speed of the signals, the accuracy of the data and the accuracy of the fault localization can be assured.

The next steps for this work involve developing procedures for identifying devices that have errors in the measured data itself by leveraging redundancies that can be placed in a synchronized monitoring system. In relation to the application of this work towards the goal of fault localization, the next step is to develop the multi device fault localization method. The synchronization method presented in this paper coupled with a fault localization method, will offer a cheaper and more complete solution for fault localization in distribution grids.

### 3.9 Summary

Chapter 3 is dedicated to taking the primary step in the development of a more effective fault localization solution for distribution grids. Chapter 3 presents a significant contribution to fault localization research by providing a method that synchronizes the travelling wave data recorded from multiple devices for fault localization. At the time of the writing of this dissertation, there is no method that can synchronize the travelling wave data recorded by multiple devices independently of an external synchronization system like GPS. The benefit of establishing this synchronization method is that it satisfies the need for travelling wave data synchronization, without incurring the cost of adding systems like GPS to the devices. This synchronization method is shown in an equation that allows a fault occurring between two sensors/devices to be localized. Chapter 4 generalizes this method so that it can be applied in a complex distribution grid with multiple branches and sensors.

The existing solutions have limited success in addressing the main challenge with fault localization methods in the distribution grid. The challenge is that multiple possible locations are generated for the fault rather than just one location when localizing a fault in the distribution grid. Chapter 4 looks at this challenge and takes a unique approach at localizing faults using travelling waves. The fault localization solution presented in Chapter 4 splits the distribution grid into segments and generates unique identifiers for
each segment to create an effective means by which only a single location is generated for the fault.
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4   Fault Localization in Smart Grids Using Segmentation

4.1   Introduction

Chapter 3 presents a synchronization method for devices that record travelling waves. It also shows how faults can be localized on a small example grid, using this synchronized travelling wave data. This chapter (Chapter 4) now builds on that initial work and creates a complete fault localization solution that can be applied to a larger, complete distribution grid.

The electrical grid consists of power plants, the transmission grid and the distribution grid. Power plants traditionally generate power from either coal, water, oil or nuclear. Power plants are typically located miles away from power consumers. In order to transmit the power over these large distances to consumers the power is sent over the transmission grid through a transmission substation that converts the power to a high voltage suitable for long distance transmission. Once it reaches a cluster of consumers the distribution grid is used to deliver the power to the consumers. The transition from the transmission grid to the distribution grid is through a distribution substation which uses transformers to reduce the power voltage before it is transmitted to the consumers.

Should a fault occur, the grid is designed to quickly stop sending power to that section of the grid. This protects people, the electrical grid, and its equipment. Specialized equipment like relays, fuses and switches allow the power to be shut off quickly. The restoration of power requires not only the detection of the presence of the fault but the location of the fault. Determining the location of the fault is challenging since a fault that occurs anywhere in the distribution grid causes the area around the fault to be shut down.

There are a number of solutions that have been developed for both the transmission and distribution grids [Marguet 2015]. However, much of the existing work on fault localization for the distribution grid typically applies variations of existing techniques used in the transmission grid and thus does not always consider the differences in topology. As seen in Figure 4.1, the distribution and transmission grids differ not only by their voltage
level but also by their topologies. The topology of a distribution grid is typically a radial network with a tree-like structure, where the root represents a substation and there is a very high branching factor compared to the transmission grid. The distribution grid also differs from the transmission grid in that it has more components, the information available for the distribution grid typically has more errors as its components change more frequently, and the distribution grid has more conductor types as several transformations are made on the voltage to step it down for consumer usage needs.

![Figure 4.1 Transmission vs Distribution Grid Topology](image)

Transmission power lines are typically from power plants to distribution points with relatively little branching. This makes it easier to perform calculations used to determine fault locations as very few components need to be represented. There are fewer inaccuracies in the data representing the transmission grid’s components as it is not altered as often when compared to the distribution grid, which makes it easier to develop more accurate localization methods for the transmission grid. The typical approach for finding a fault in the distribution grid is to send crews to the affected area to find the fault.

This paper describes an approach to fault localization that considers the specific characteristics of the distribution grid. These characteristics are derived from the increased complexity of the distribution grid due to a higher branching factor and more components and voltage changes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 4.2 different approaches to fault localization in distributed grids are presented. Section 4.3 describes the challenges faced by existing methods. Section 4.4 describes the approach taken by this
paper to address these challenges to localize faults. Section 4.5 presents our experiments and results. Section 4.6 draws conclusions and sheds light on future work.

4.2 Related Work

Fault localization approaches for distribution grids can be categorized as impedance-based or as travelling waves [Marguet 2015].

4.2.1 Impedance-Based Methods

Impedance-based methods are described by [Andrade and Leão 2012] to be a calculation of distance that uses the loop that is created between the fault and the point on the line that is being measured. Impedance-based methods [Marguet 2015] include positive reactance ([Saha et al. 2001, Das et al. 2011, Karnik et al. 2011]), loop reactance [Qin et al. 1998] and the Takagi equation [Girgis et al. 1993].

There is existing work on the application of impedance-based methods in the distribution grid (e.g. [Girgis et al. 1993], [Jun et al. 1997], [Seung-Jae et al. 2004], [Gabr et al. 2017]). However, [Mwifunyi et al. 2019] note that these impedance methods use constant impedance load modelling which is somewhat detached from the variability of the load in a real distribution grid, and may provide multiple estimations of possible fault locations.

4.2.2 Travelling Wave Methods

When a fault occurs in the electrical grid an incident wave is emitted from the fault location and travels across the grid and reflects off the end of a line and therefore travels back up the line. The reflected waves also bounce off the fault location. A sensor can be used to record the arrival times of the waves on a line. This means that for a fault there is one incident wave and multiple reflection waves. The incident wave always arrives at a sensor before the reflection wave. A sensor does not cause a reflection. Traveling wave methods include relay measurements and wavelet transformation [Marguet 2015]. Relay measurements (e.g. [Crossley and McLaren 1983]) are used to detect fault waves and calculate distances using a given propagation delay. Wavelet transform methods are similar to relay measurements but perform a wavelet transform on the signal to extract the
surges (waves) and then distances are calculated using a given propagation delay (e.g., [Magnago and Abur 1998]).


4.3 Challenges with Using Existing Methods in the Distribution Grid

This section describes the challenges with applying impedance based and travelling wave methods used in the transmission grid to the distribution grid.

4.3.1 Impedance-Based Method Challenges

Impedance based methods generate a distance from a sensor’s location to the fault [Andrade and Leão 2012]. In a transmission grid there is only one power line being monitored and therefore only one location for the fault. A distribution grid however has multiple power lines branching away from the main power line. This results in the distance to the fault creating multiple locations along these branches rather than just one. Example 1 and figure 4.2 illustrate this possibility.

**Example 1:** Figure 4.2 shows a distribution grid that uses a single sensor at point A. Assume a fault was calculated to be 950 meters away from the sensor. In this example, there are five possible fault locations (shown as red symbols in figure 4.2). As the number of branches and the area monitored increases the more possible fault locations there might be.
4.3.2 Travelling Wave Method Challenges

Travelling wave methods used in the transmission grid generate a distance from a sensor (seen as $S_1$ in figure 4.3) using the incident and reflected wave to determine the fault location. Since a transmission grid has one power line there is only one source for the reflected waves which is at the endpoint representing the end of the power line. In distribution grids however, there are many endpoints (referred to as EP$_1$, EP$_2$ and EP$_3$ in figure 4.3). The reflected waves detected can come from any of these endpoints. As a result, a single endpoint and reflected wave cannot be established.
The source endpoint of the reflected wave used to localize a fault must be known. If the sources of the reflected waves cannot be determined as is often the case in the distribution grid, then only a list of possible locations will be generated. This is done by using all combinations of reflected waves and endpoints. Figure 4.3 shows the nine possible fault locations when the incident wave and just three reflected waves are recorded by the sensor with more than one endpoint. Only the list of possible locations can be determined because we do not know which endpoint caused which wave. All that can be done is to assume all reflected waves came from all endpoints. Existing methods focus on reducing the number of possible fault locations generated by these solutions in the distribution grid.

## 4.4 Fault Localization

To address the problem of the possibility of multiple fault locations as seen in figure 4.3 we use multi-sensor travelling wave localization and grid segmentation.

### 4.4.1 Multi-Sensor Travelling Wave Localization

Our approach uses multiple sensors and travelling waves to localize a fault. Rather than using the delay between the incident wave and reflected wave recorded at one sensor, we use multiple sensors and we use the delay between the arrival times of the incident wave for each pair of sensors. In this subsection, we will describe the approach for a single line and in subsequent subsections we will discuss how our approach applies when there are branches.

If sensor $i$ detects the incident wave at time $t_i$ and sensor $j$ detects the incident wave at $t_j$, then $\text{delay}(i,j)$ is calculated as $t_i - t_j$. The value of $\text{delay}(i,j)$ represents the difference between the times that sensors $i$ and $j$ detect the fault signal. If $\text{delay}(i,j)$ is zero then this indicates that the fault is in the middle of the power line. If $\text{delay}(i,j)$ is positive then the location of the fault is between the midpoint and sensor $j$ and if $\text{delay}(i,j)$ is negative then the location is between sensor $i$ and the midpoint of the power line. The delay value can be converted to a distance from the midpoint of the power line using the distance between $i$ and $j$, and the speed, $s$, that fault signals traverse the power line. Using this information, Equation 1 calculates the distance of the fault from sensor $i$. For a single line this is sufficient to determine the fault’s location.
\[
\text{distance}(i) = \frac{(d_{i,j} + (\text{delay}(i,j) \times s))}{2} \quad (1)
\]

The distance from sensor \( j \) can be calculated by using \( \text{delay}(j,i) \) in equation 1. Example 2 describes how equation 1 can be used to calculate the distance of the fault from a sensor for a single line.

**Example 2:** Figure 4.4 shows a power line of length 1000m that uses a fault signal speed of 100m/s. Sensors are placed at each end (represented by \( A \) and \( B \)) of the power line in figure 4.4. If the fault occurs at point \( A \), the sensor at point \( B \) detects this 10 seconds after the sensor at point \( A \). The delay is calculated as -10 and so the location is calculated to be at point \( A \). If the fault occurs at the midpoint then the delay is zero and hence the fault location is 500 meters from the sensor at point \( A \).

![Figure 4.4 Single power line fault localization](image)

With branching, it is possible for there to be multiple locations that are the same distance from a sensor. Segmentation is used to address challenges posed by branching.

### 4.4.2 Segmentation of Distribution Grid

The distribution grid can be conceptualized as a graph, \( G = (V, E) \). Each edge \( e \in E \) represents a segment of a power line. The set \( V \) represents the vertices of the edges. Each edge \( e \) is associated with a set, \( W \), of time windows. Each time window is a pair of values, \( (T_{i,j}^{l}(e), T_{i,j}^{u}(e)) \), that is associated with a pair of sensors, \( i \) and \( j \), and represents the range of delays for a segment. \( T_{i,j}^{l}(e) \) represents the lower bound of the time window for the pair \( i,j \) for an edge \( e \). \( T_{i,j}^{u}(e) \) represents the upper bound of the time window for the pair \( i,j \) for an edge \( e \). Given the number of sensors, \( n \), the number of time windows per edge is \( n(n-\)
Segmentation is used to identify specific parts of the distribution grid to be examined to determine the fault location.

Time windows can be applied to any segment of a power line. Assuming we have sensors, \(i\) and \(j\), and edge \((x,y)\), the amount of time before sensor \(i\) receives a fault signal that occurs at point \(x\) is \(\text{dist}(i,x)/s\) and for sensor \(j\) it is \(\text{dist}(j,x)/s\) and thus the lower and upper limits of the delay for sensors \(i\) and \(j\) is defined in Equation 2.

\[
T_{i,j}^{l}, T_{i,j}^{u} = \frac{\text{dist}(i,x)-\text{dist}(j,x)}{s}, \frac{\text{dist}(i,y)-\text{dist}(j,y)}{s}
\]  

(2)

Example 3 shows how segmentation and time windows can help localize faults.

**Example 3:** This example shows the concept of segmentation with two sensors placed at points A and B (each end of a power line). The locations of the sensors do not need to be at the end of a power line but can be anywhere on the electrical cable in the grid. It shows how a time-window for a segment of the line between point X and point Y is calculated. Using the distances in figure 4.5 and equation 2, the lower and upper bounds of the time window for the segment between point X and point Y is calculated to be -8.5 and 11.5 respectively.

![Figure 4.5 Example of power line for time-window calculation](image_url)

4.4.3 Application of Multi-Sensor and Segmentation Concepts in Fault Localization

This section shows how the use of time-windows and multiple sensors can be used to determine a single location for faults rather than a list of possible locations. We assume that the following information is available: the lengths of the power lines in the grid, the
speed that the signal travels along the power lines, locations of the sensors used to detect the fault signal and locations of the edges. Example 4 describes the application of segmentation and time windows for a specific example grid.

**Example 4:** Figure 4.6 shows an example of the segmentation of a simple distribution grid that uses three sensors denoted by A, B and C. The grid is segmented into edges. The terms edge and segment are therefore used interchangeably. Example edges include (A,2), (3,4), (3,7), (2,C). With three sensors there are three time-windows for each edge. Each edges’ time windows are referred to as an edge key. In figure 4.6, each edge’s time windows (edge key) are presented in a table. Since there are three sensors, each table has three columns where each column represents the time window for each pair of sensors (the pairs being A-B A-C and B-C).

![Figure 4.6 Example of distribution grid with three sensors](image)

To determine the location of a fault, a fault key is compared to each edge’s key (edge key) to find a match. A fault key is the delay between the fault’s incident wave arrival time to each sensor/device. A match occurs when each component of the fault key falls within the corresponding time-windows of an edge key. An example of a fault key using figure 4.6 is [-0.05, -0.4, 0.01]. This fault key would match edge (2-3). This is because every component
of the fault key falls within the upper and lower bounds for the corresponding components of the edge key for that segment.

After identifying the faulty segment of the cable, the exact location of that fault can then be determined. However, there are cases where either a single faulty segment cannot be identified, or the final fault location of the faulty segment cannot be determined because the placement and number of sensors was not enough to monitor the entire grid sufficiently. To acknowledge these cases, we introduce two types of localization, primary and secondary localization. Primary localization is where a specific point within a segment can be determined as the location of the fault. Secondary localization occurs when one or more segments are identified as potential locations for the fault, but it is not possible to pinpoint the fault’s location. An algorithm for comparing a fault key to the edge keys to identify possible fault location segment (or segments) is provided in algorithm 1. Algorithm 2 determines if primary or secondary localization can be performed (using the results of algorithm 1) Algorithm 2 then carries out the calculation of the final fault location when primary localization can be performed.

Algorithm 1: Edge Match

1. Input: D, W //D is the fault key and W holds the time windows T for each edge
2. Output: M // a set to store all edges that match the fault key
3. for each e ∈ E do //check each edge to look for matches to the fault key
4. for each delay(i,j) ∈ D //compare each time window and fault key component
5. if (T_{i,j}^l(e) ≤ delay(i,j) ≤ T_{i,j}^u(e)) //check for a match
6. M = M ∪ {e} //add the edge to the set M if it matches
7. endif
8. endfor
9. endfor
10. return M //return all matching edges

Algorithm 1 describes the identification of one or more edges that could be where the fault is located. The input to Algorithm 1 (line 1) is the set of delays for each sensor pair for the fault signal, represented by D and the set of time windows for each sensor pair, W. For
each edge, the value of \( delay(i,j) \) for each sensor pair (the fault key) is compared to time windows associated with sensors \( i \) and \( j \) (the edge key) (line 5) to determine if there is a match. A match occurs if \( delay(i,j) \) is within the range represented by the lower and upper bounds of each of the time windows as discussed in example 4 using figure 4.6. Edges in \( M \) represent the segments whose edge key matched the fault key.

Algorithm 2 is used to check if segmentation has allowed a single location to be determined for the fault location (primary localization) or if multiple locations were determined (secondary localization). With regard to primary and secondary localization, three cases need to be considered.

**Case 1:** \( |M| = 1 \) and \( T_{l_{i,j}}^l \neq T_{u_{i,j}}^u \). This means that there is exactly one edge that matches the fault key with a time window where upper and lower bounds are not equal. The exact location of the fault is then calculated using equation 1. This case is classified as primary localization where an exact location has been determined.

**Case 2:** \( |M| = 1 \) and \( T_{l_{i,j}}^l = T_{u_{i,j}}^u \): The edge has been identified but the upper and lower bounds of the time window that identifies that segment are equal. This means that the distance cannot be calculated, and an edge is highlighted as the location. This is classified as secondary localization. This case occurs when all points on the segment are calculated to be the same distance from the sensors \( i \) and \( j \) for the time window that identifies that segment. In this particular case there is only one segment that needs to be investigated to find the fault.

**Case 3:** \( |M| > 1 \): In this case there is more than one segment for which a pair of sensors have delay values that fall between the lower and upper bounds for those segments. This scenario is also classified as secondary localization since multiple edges are highlighted rather than a specific location. This case occurs if there are multiple segments where points on the segment are the same distance from the sensors \( i \) and \( j \). This does not have to be all points but even a subset causes overlap of time windows.

For algorithm 2, the input is the values of \( delay(i,j) \) stored in \( delay \), the distances between each pair of sensors stored in the variable \( dist \), the fault signal speed \( s \) and the segments
whose edge keys match the fault key generated by algorithm 1 $M$. Secondary localization is assumed to be the default (line 6). The set $L$ is initialized to all edges in the set $M$ (line 7). If $M$ has more than one edge, then $L$ is returned (line 18) as secondary localization occurred. If $M$ only has one edge (line 8) the algorithm extracts that single edge (line 9) and checks if that edge has a time window where the lower and upper bounds are different (line 10). If this is the case, then equation 1 is used to calculate the location of the fault on that edge as a distance from the sensor $i$ (line 11). The localization type is then changed to primary localization (line 12). The location of the fault and localization type (which is primary in this case) are then returned (line 13). Otherwise, $L$ is returned and the localization type is secondary (line 12). If $M$ has multiple edges, then $L$ is returned and the localization type is secondary (line 15).

---

**Algorithm 2: Primary or Secondary Localization**

1. **Input:** delay, $s$, dist, $M$ //delay is the fault key, $s$ is the propagation delay
2. //dist holds the distances between each pair of sensors, $M$ is a set of edges
3. **Output:** $L$, localizationType, $D$
4. // $L$ stores the edge or edges matching the fault key
5. // $D$ stores the distance to the fault
6. localizationType = secondary
7. $L = M$; $D$=NULL
8. if ( size($M$) = 1 )
9.     $e$ = extract($M$) //extract the only edge from the set $M$
10.    if($T_{ij}^{1}(e) \neq T_{ij}^{0}(e)$) //if a valid time window exists the distance to the fault is calculated
11.        $D$ = dist($i,j$)/2 + ($delay(i,j) * s$)/2 //D is the distance to the fault from sensor $i$
12.        localizationType = primary
13.        return $D$, localizationType //The distance to the fault and primary localization is returned
14.    else
15.        return $L$, localizationType //L is an edge as the exact location was not found
16.    endif
17. else
18.    return $L$, localizationType //L is a set of edges as a unique edge was not identified
19. endif

Classifying edges as primary or secondary localization allows the identification of potential parts of the grid where the fault occurred.
4.5 Performance Evaluation

This section presents an evaluation of our approach. MATLAB was used to develop an electrical grid simulator using Simulink. A full electrical grid was simulated using Simulink electrical power components. In all tests a power generation component was used to simulate the generation of power of 120Kv at 60 hertz which was then placed on the transmission lines. A substation component was then used to step down the 120Kv power to 25Kv typically found in distribution grids. Finally, several transformers and loads were added to the distribution area of the model to represent the final end-user power draw on the grid. Sensors are then added as required by the test cases and test configurations described below.

4.5.1 Test Configurations, Test Cases and Evaluation

The distribution grid used for testing has 229 nodes and 243 edges. This graph is based on a map of a distribution grid in an Ontario town [Industry-Partner 2018] that came with GPS locations of various points on the power lines. We used these points as nodes. The edges between these nodes were then used as segments. To evaluate the solution, 60 configurations of the test grid were used. Each configuration uses the same grid. The configurations differ in the number of sensors (between 2 and 50) and location of the sensors. These are randomly generated (by using a random integer generator to generate the node IDs). For each configuration we randomly generated a fault location for each of the 243 edges (again using a random integer generator to choose how many meters along the edge a fault would be placed) which resulted in a corresponding fault signal. We then used our approach to localize the fault (243 times). These faults were the most common single phase faults which account for over 70% of all faults in distribution grids and are more challenging to localize as determined in [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019]. The faults were typical low impedance faults between 0.5 and 50 Ohms, which is within the range of low impedance faults used in literature [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019].

We then applied the following three tests on each configuration to evaluate the performance of the localization technique and edge classification: (1) Classify all edges as primary location edge (PLE) or secondary location edge (SLE) for each configuration and
determine if the PLE and SLE classification was correct; (2) Determine if the correct segment is identified as the faulty segment for PLE faults and determine the accuracy of the PLE faults on that segment to the meter; (3) Determine the accuracy of SLE faults (if the set of edges returned contains the fault edge).

4.5.2 Performance

Table 4.1 shows a sample of 10 configurations taken from the 60 configurations used. For each configuration all edges in the graph were classified as PLE or SLE and then faults were placed on each edge at a random location as explained in the evaluation strategy. The fault was then localized to determine if it was on an edge classified as PLE or SLE. For all 60 configurations, a total 14,580 edges were classified with 60 different sets of sensor locations with a random number of sensors (between 2 and 50), and all PLE and SLE classifications were correct.

Table 4.1 shows a subset of the tests from multiple configurations of the accuracy of the classification of the PLEs and SLEs. To test the accuracy of PLE localization, 200 of the 14,580 edges classified as PLE across the 60 grid configurations were then used to determine the exact fault location using our fault localization approach. The results shown in table 4.2 are a sample of the 200 PLE accuracy tests. The error in meters was calculated as the difference between the actual location and the calculated location. The accuracy percent was calculated as the error divided by the length of the edge on which the fault was placed. The error on PLEs was a fraction of a meter no larger than 50 centimeters. This held true for all 200 tests generating an average over 99 percent. The error was investigated by reviewing the exact times recorded during tests and was found to be caused by rounding errors on the fractions of seconds used in the calculations. When identifying the faulty segment for the PLEs the correct segment was identified for every test resulting in 100 percent accuracy for locating the faulty segment of the grid.
Table. 4.1: Result samples from PLE and SLE classification tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Number of Sensors in Test</th>
<th>Number of Classified PLE Edges</th>
<th>Actual PLE Edges</th>
<th>Number of Classified SLE Edges</th>
<th>Actual SLE Edges</th>
<th>PLE/SLE Classification Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table. 4.2: Sample of localization accuracy for PLEs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test #</th>
<th>PLE Error (in meters)</th>
<th>Length of Fault Edge</th>
<th>PLE Location Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>561.80</td>
<td>99.999%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
<td>396.70</td>
<td>99.996%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>122.60</td>
<td>99.992%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0198</td>
<td>87.30</td>
<td>99.977%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>66.70</td>
<td>99.964%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0204</td>
<td>67.90</td>
<td>99.970%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.3119</td>
<td>51.00</td>
<td>99.388%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0151</td>
<td>41.00</td>
<td>99.970%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>23.50</td>
<td>99.955%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>18.60</td>
<td>99.895%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SLE localization is the simpler of the two as it only requires the selection of the group of edges of which one edge contains the fault. The accuracy is based on whether the group of
edges selected correctly encompassed the fault edge. Again 200 of the 14,580 edges classified as SLE edges were used across the 60 configurations. In all 200 SLE tests the algorithm correctly returned the fault edge within the group of edges returned generating an accuracy of 100%.

Overall, both the primary and secondary edge classification tests and fault localization tests showed each method to be highly effective. The solution presented allows highly accurate localization on all PLEs. Focus is now placed on when there are not an adequate number of sensors for full coverage of the grid, which results in SLEs (multiple fault locations). The solution presented by [Jamei et al. 2019] also focuses on not having an adequate number of sensors. Without an adequate number of sensors multiple fault locations are returned. With their solution, [Jamei et al. 2019] reduces the number of fault locations returned more effectively than previous methods in this scenario. The solution presented in this paper also addresses the scenario of inadequate monitoring and builds on this by allowing the user to know which areas of the grid will return multiple locations if a fault were to occur in those areas.

4.5.3 Test Model Parameters and Limitations

The structure of the model used in this work, as mentioned previously, is provided by an existing power company [Industry-Partner 2018]. Electrical grid models require a few basic components. The first is a power source which generates the power used by the consumers connected to the electrical grid. This power is generated at 60 Hz in North America and is distributed using three phases. Transformers are used to convert the power for transmission, distribution and for end user consumption. Using the structure provided by [Industry-Partner 2018], the grid’s voltage, loads and transient signal propagation speed were set as listed below.

- Power Generating Station - 120 kV at 60Hz
- Stepdown Transformers - 120 kV to 25 kV
- Loads – 10,000 to 100,000W
• Transient Signal Propagation speed – 288,180,000m/s

The voltages, load and propagation speeds listed are not those of our industry partner but were set to standard values found in general distribution grids as that information (like the structure of the grid) is considered sensitive. The power source is a three-phase power generating station which generates 120,000 volts. This is then stepped down to a distribution grid voltage of 25,000 volts and transmitted through the structure provided by [Industry-Partner 2018]. The cables used for the grid were given a propagation speed of 288.18 million meters per second. The loads were set at values between 10 and 100 kilowatts to simulate consumer usage present in real world grids [Industry-Partner 2018].

The grid provided by [Industry-Partner 2018] also contains loops and branching elements making it sufficiently complex. Unfortunately we are unable to show the electrical grid provided by [Industry-Partner 2018] as it is not information that can be made public. However, we have constructed an example grid that contains the loops and branches that would usually be found in such a distribution grid. This is shown in Figure 4.7.

![Figure 4.7 Example of an electrical grid with a complex realistic structure.](image)

It must be noted a major limitation of work done in this area of research is in gaining access to real world grid models. There are IEEE test grids available but these grids were not
designed to test fault localization techniques or even for analyzing travelling waves. These test feeders were designed for power flow analysis [Schneider et al. 2017]. The significance of being designed for power flow analysis is that a power flow analysis does not require the distance between components to be considered with respect to the propagation time of transient signals or in most cases does not require the consideration of transient signals at all. Using test grids that are known to be an inaccurate representation of a simulation of transient signals may invalidate the success of the testing performed. We therefore refrained from using these test feeders. In the absence of accurate models there is a lack of test cases to use for transient analysis and fault localization method development. The lack of real-world models of test grids for transient analysis limits the testing of fault localization solutions to those attained from an industry partner which are not provided for public use. This research utilized such a source but acknowledges a need for a set of publicly available test grids for fault localization method testing and development as this would allow clear comparisons to be made between different methods.

4.5.4 Comparison with Related Work

Comparisons between different fault localization methods are difficult due to the lack of a standard set of public distribution grids. It is possible that a solution may perform better on one test grid due to the topology or attributes of that grid (like average load and number of customers). However, it is important to provide an evaluation with existing work. A comparison can be provided with solutions that provide a similar evaluation method even though they do not share the same test grid. In our evaluation we perform two measurements that can be used for a comparison:

- How well the solution identifies the correct segment for a fault.
- How accurate the actual location of the fault is calculated on the identified segment

The solution presented in [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] performs a similar evaluation of their fault localization solution. The solution in [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] was highlighted in Chapter 2 as a very promising approach to localizing faults in distribution grids. The solution in [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] is evaluated on its ability to accurately identify a faulty sector and how well the distance to the fault is estimated (calculated as a percentage error). With this common evaluation, we compare the solution presented in this chapter
(Chapter 4) with the solution presented in [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019]. For this evaluation we only consider primary localization and therefore assume that there is an adequate number of devices/sensors in the grid.

On the grid used by [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019], the average accuracy for single phase faults (less than 50 Ohms) on the fault distance was 93 percent for the solution developed by [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019]. The average fault accuracy for our solution was 99 percent. For the identification of a faulty segment, Sapountzoglou’s solution [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] had an average of 81 percent where our solution had 100 percent accuracy for faulty segment identification. These results show that the approach taken in this chapter is more effective at identifying faulty segments. It is also more accurate when calculating the fault distances. However, there are some limitations in what can be deduced from this comparison. For Sapountzoglou’s solution [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] the faults were under 50 Ohms but the exact values may have a significant impact on performance. This is hinted to be the case by [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] as the faults with impedance greater than 50 Ohms were significantly harder to localize. There are also differences in the complexity of the grid as Sapountzoglou’s test grid [Sapountzoglou et al. 2019] has significantly less branches which may impact a solutions performance.

What can be taken from this comparison is that the solution presented in this chapter (Chapter 4) has significant potential to outperform other fault localization methods. The next test should be done with both solutions implemented on the same electrical grid. The tests should also use the same simulation software and the comparison should be made between individual test instances rather than an average.

### 4.6 Conclusion and Future Work

Our work provides an approach to fault localization in a distribution grid based on multiple sensors, segmentation and the use of delays representing when sensors receive the incident wave caused by a fault. This enables us to localize the fault when there are many possible locations for the fault. Our evaluations show that the approach has huge potential based on results that show that the fault localization solution can very accurately localize faults on a distribution grid.
Our results suggest that the total number of PLEs is not correlated with the number of sensors used. In the results shown in table 4.1, the total number of PLEs in each configuration did not appear to be correlated with the number of sensors used. For example, taking configurations 1 and 2 as examples, this is apparent. In configuration 1 it is seen that 29 sensors only resulted in 23 PLEs. On the other hand, configuration 7 only used 20 sensors but generated 59 PLEs. The placement of sensors was random (using a random integer generator to generate the node IDs). This suggests that the effectiveness of our approach depends on the location of the sensors in the grid.

Generally, for fault localization to occur the grid must be energized. A few seconds after a fault occurs, the grid is powered down and is no longer active. It is possible that there can be multiple areas of a distribution power line being damaged. However, due to the speed of the fault signals, it is improbable that the faults causing the damaged areas would occur while the grid is still energized. Therefore, in scenarios with multiple damaged areas, solutions that localize faults like the one presented in this paper, do so for the first fault which is the fault that causes the power outage to occur. For future work there are two main areas to explore. The first area is determining the optimal locations for the devices to maximise the performance of the localization method. The second area is in assisting the optimization process in SLEs which would be common when devices are limited.

With respect to determining the sensor locations, the ability to differentiate between areas of the grid that would allow precise fault localization is of particular importance. The ability to classify these different areas allows decisions to be made on where sensors should be placed to maximize the solution’s performance. Focus will be placed on developing algorithms that allow for the optimal placement of sensors that maximize coverage under the primary localization scheme (maximizing the number of PLEs). A higher number of PLEs means that fewer areas have to be searched for finding the fault.

The application of historical and equipment lifespan data to secondary localization edges (SLEs) is a possible area for future work. Information about the age of components and the location of previous faults can be used when a set of locations are generated to create a prioritized list of the set of locations. Locations in the set that have previously had faults
or have the oldest equipment could be identified as the most likely locations for the fault. To implement this method there is a need to first establish the existence of a link between previous faults or the age of equipment and the occurrence of faults.

4.7 Summary

The method of localizing faults presented in this chapter builds on the initial work done (in Chapter 3) on synchronizing travelling wave data when using multiple devices. The fault localization method presented in this chapter (Chapter 4) utilizes a graphical representation of the distribution grid to separate the grid into segments. Firstly, time windows are established to identify each segment of the grid. Secondly, a fault key is generated from the synchronized travelling wave data (made available using the contributions of Chapter 3). Finally, a comparison between the fault key and the time windows of each segment is performed. This comparison allows a single segment and fault location to be identified. This fault localization method is a significant contribution to research in fault localization. Previous fault localization solutions in distribution grids struggled to generate a single fault location due to the complex nature of the distribution grid. The solution presented in Chapter 4 addresses the limits of other work by generating a single fault location, given that an adequate number of devices are placed in the distribution grid.

In this chapter a classification scheme is also introduced to determine there is an adequate number of sensors to ensure a single fault location can be generated. This classification scheme is leveraged in Chapter 5. In Chapter 5 focus is now placed on optimizing the location and number of devices used to capture travelling waves, to maximize the performance of the fault localization method presented in this chapter (Chapter 4).
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5 Optimization of Sensor Deployment in Electrical Distribution Grids for Fault Localization

5.1 Introduction

There are many fault localization strategies that have been developed for both the transmission and distribution grid. The majority of these can be classified as either impedance-based (e.g., [Saha et al. 2001],[Das et al. 2011],[Karnik et al. 2011],[Takagi et al. 1982]) or travelling waves (e.g., [Crossley and McLaren 1983],[Magnago and Abur 1998],[Hizam and Crossley 2006]) Some of the more promising solutions extend these initial solutions by employing multiple sensors [Trindade et al. 2014],[Trindade and Freitas 2017],[Škumát and Ž 2019],[Sapountzoglou et al. 2019]. The method presented in [Hunte et al. 2021] follows this successful trend and employs multiple sensors as presented in Chapter 4. A description of the solution is provided in the following paragraphs to provide context for the optimization problem. The solution takes a travelling wave-based approach. It reduces the complexity of the signal analysis done on the travelling waves through multi-device/sensor synchronization and graph segmentation using time windows.

The solution can be summarized as follows:

- Segmenting the electrical grid
- Establishing time-windows for each segment
- Upon the occurrence of a fault identify the faulty segment using the time windows
- Calculate final fault location on the faulty segment

To determine the location of a fault, the delay between that fault’s arrival time to each sensor/device (referred to as the fault key) is compared to the time windows of each edge (referred as the edge key) to find a match. A match occurs when the fault key falls within the time-windows of an edge key. The match would indicate which edge of the cable the fault occurred.

After identifying the faulty segment of the cable, the exact location of that fault can then be determined. However, there are cases where either a single faulty segment cannot be
identified or the final fault location on the faulty segment cannot be determined because the placement and number of sensors was not enough to cover the entire grid sufficiently. To acknowledge these cases, we introduced two types of localization, primary and secondary localization.

Primary localization occurs when only one segment matches the fault key and one of the time-windows of that segment is valid. When one segment matches the fault key, that segment can be identified as the fault segment. After this, a valid time window is needed to determine the exact fault location on the fault segment. A valid time window is a time window that has a different lower and upper bound. If more than one segment matches the fault key or there is no valid time window, only a fault area can be determined. A fault area is the segment or segments that match the fault key. This is referred to as secondary localization.

There are three cases that may occur during the localization process:

**Case 1 (Primary Localization)** – A single segment matches the fault key with a valid time-window.

**Case 2 (Secondary Localization)** – A single segment matches the fault key and there is no valid time window.

**Case 3 (Secondary Localization)** – Multiple segments match the fault key.

Using these three cases, each segment can be classified as a primary or secondary localization segment. Each segment can be classified by determining if one of a segment’s time windows is unique and if there is a valid time window that has a different upper and lower bound).

Segment classification is dependent on the number and location of the sensors in the grid (referred to as a configuration). The link between segment classification and a given configuration of the grid provides a way of evaluating the performance of a configuration. The classification of the segments can be used to determine which parts of the electrical
grid are covered by either primary or secondary localization. It ultimately shows how well faults can be localized with a given number and location of sensors.

Primary segment classification can establish a metric that correlates to the effectiveness of the placement of the sensors. The amount of power cable in the grid (in meters) that is classified under primary localization segments is used as the performance metric. This metric can then be used to compare the performance of different sensor quantities and locations. We use this to optimize the number and location of sensors, reducing the cost of localizing faults.

5.2 The Problem Description

In this section the optimization of sensor placement problem is defined as a subset problem [Qian et al. 2017]. The size of the problem’s search space is also shown to provide perspective of the work to be done to find an optimal solution. In addition to this, a definition of the objective function used to determine a solution’s performance (towards the optimization goal) is also provided. This function is used by both optimization methods explored to provide a consistent metric for the performance of solutions generated by the optimization methods.

5.2.1 The Objective Function

Given an undirected graph \( G = (V, E) \), each vertex/node \( v \in V \) is a possible location for a sensor in the grid and each edge \( e \in E \) is the electrical cable between each adjacent node (possible sensor location).

For clarification on what the graph \( G \) represents, refer to figure 5.1 which shows the example grid originally shown in section 4.5. Each node in figure 5.1 is numbered (not shown) and is an element in the set \( V \) and the edges \( E \) are the paths (electrical cable) that exist between those nodes.
Figure 5.1 Example of an electrical grid with a complex structure

Let the set $T$ contain the time windows (given as the upper bound $T_{i,j}^u$ and lower bound $T_{i,j}^l$) for all pairs $i, j$ of $V$, for each edge $e \in E$. An edge $e \in E$ qualifies as a primary localization edge if it meets the following criteria:

- When the edge $e$ is compared to each other edge there exists at least one unique time window $(T_{i,j}^l(e), T_{i,j}^u(e))$ in every comparison that does not overlap (the edge is uniquely identifiable).
- For that edge $e$ there is a time window where the upper and lower bounds are not the same (there is a valid time window).

The primary localization criteria can be formulated as follows:

- $\exists T_{i,j}^l(e) \in T$ (lower bound) and $T_{i,j}^u(e) \in T$ (upper bound) such that $\forall k \in E, k \neq e$
  
  and $\not\exists T_{i,j}^l(e) \leq T_{i,j}^l(k) \leq T_{i,j}^u(e)$ and $T_{i,j}^l(k) \leq T_{i,j}^u(k) \leq T_{i,j}^u(e)$

- $T_{i,j}^l(e) \neq T_{i,j}^u(e)$.

The optimal sensor placement problem can be formulated as an optimization problem in which one aims to maximize (or minimize) a user-defined objective function related to the characteristics of a structural system, where the sensor locations are defined as the discrete optimization variables (parameters) subject to a constraint. It is important to note that the
constraint used by the optimization problem may be redefined by industry. As the
constraint is unknown, a reasonable assumption is made to define the constraint which is
that there will be a maximum number of sensors to be placed in the grid. For the testing
performed in this chapter the constraint used is a maximum number of sensors. However,
industry may have a different view or views on what acceptable solution may be. To
account for this variability, the formulation of the optimization problem is kept as general
as possible.

In this work, sensor placement is a finite subset of locations S from V where V represents
all possible locations for placing sensors in the distribution grid. The goal is to maximize
the amount of cable classified as a primary localization edge (PLE). The problem can be
formulated as follows:

\[
\max \sum_{i=1}^{n} f(S, i) * w(i)
\]

subject to

\[\text{Cost}(S) < B\]

Where \( n \) is the number of edges and \( f(S, i) \) returns 1 if the edge \( i \) is a PLE and 0 if it is not.
\( w(i) \) returns the weight of the edge \( i \). B represents the budget, and the cost function \( \text{Cost}(S) \)
evaluates the cost of the sensors used in relation to the budget B. Essentially, the problem
is to select a subset, \( S \), of \( V \) that maximizes the objective function. The constraint on the
choice of \( S \) is that the cost of the selection made (given by cost of \( S \)) be less than some
threshold (budget) \( B \). Multiplying the return value of \( f \) by the weight of the edge allows
the total amount of cable that satisfies the primary localization criteria to be calculated.
This weight allows not just the length of the cables to be considered but can also allow
priorities (in monitoring certain areas of the grid) to be incorporated if needed.

This is a finite combinatorial optimization problem, so one way to solve it is by brute force.
This requires enumerating all possible subsets where \( \text{cost}(S) \) is within the budget,
evaluating \( f_i \), and picking the best subset. The number of possible subsets is very large. The
number of possible subsets grows extremely fast as \( V \) increases, so the brute force approach quickly becomes infeasible as \( V \) becomes large. The problem in our work is considered to be a subset problem which is NP complete [Hamo and Markovitch 2005].

5.3 Related Work

The work in this chapter presents an optimization algorithm for the specific problem of determining the most effective locations for the sensors used to localize faults for the fault localization solution in [Hunte et al. 2021]. As the problem does not scale well, a simple solution was developed using a greedy approach to choosing locations. This solution was then evaluated against a more sophisticated and computationally expensive approach, namely a genetic algorithm. Both methods have been studied as possible solutions to finding optimal or near optimal solutions. We focus on these two methods because of the need to look at the resources used when generating solutions. The greedy approach provides a computationally inexpensive approach and the genetic algorithm provides a more expensive approach to solving the optimization problem.

5.3.1 Greedy Algorithms

Greedy algorithms often only find locally optimal solutions, but can provide decent approximations to problems [Cormen et al. 2009]. A detailed explanation on greedy algorithms is provided by [Cormen et al. 2009] who argue that in many cases greedy algorithms are able to find the globally optimal solution. There are several types of greedy algorithms stated by [Lin et al. 2013] who also note four of the most commonly used types of greedy algorithms are:

- Pure greedy
- Relax greedy
- Orthogonal
- Stepwise projection

An in depth technical look at these main types of greedy algorithms are provided in [Dereventsov 2012] [DeVore and Temlyakov 1996] [Temlyakov 2003] [Barron et al. 2011].
The efficiency of these methods are discussed by [Temlyakov 2003] as it relates to approximation and outlines some variations of these methods.

5.3.2 Genetic Algorithms

Optimization techniques are categorized as being calculus-based, enumerative or guided random [Bandyopadhyay and Saha 2013]. We pay particular attention to guided random techniques and specifically genetic algorithms due to their ability to handle problems where the search space is large and near optimal solutions are acceptable, which is the case for our optimization problem. We can use genetic algorithms as the placement of sensors is a combinatorial optimization problem. A genetic algorithm (GA) is an iterative, reinforcement learning, guided search technique that explores a search space, based on survival of the fittest to find optimal or near optimal solutions to combinatorial optimization problems. A concise survey of GAs is conducted by [Srinivas and Patnaik 1994]. A large source of information on GAs is provided in [Ghosh and Dehuri 2004] that shows the considerations one has to make when employing GAs.

GAs are a very effective means of finding optimal or near-optimal solutions to combinatorial optimization problems [Bandyopadhyay and Saha 2013]. They intelligently navigate through the possible solutions of a given problem in search of an optimal solution [Bandyopadhyay and Saha 2013]. GAs encode an optimization solution into a chromosome. A chromosome is a representation of a solution in a form (like a string of integers) that allows it to be easily manipulated by the following genetic operations:

- Initialization - Creating an initial random set of solutions (chromosomes) called a population.
- Fitness Evaluation (performance) – Determines how well a solution performs against the defined objectives.
- Selection – This refers to solutions (chromosomes) used to generate the new population (based on fitness).
- Crossover – This is the process by mixing parts (genes) of chromosomes to generate a new chromosome.
- Mutation – This introduces random parts (genes) to maintain a diverse gene pool.
The following algorithm shows how these operations are used in a genetic algorithm during its execution.

**Algorithm 1: Basic GA**

1. Create $E$ (initially nil) for elite performers
2. Initialize population set $P$
3. **While termination criterion not met do**
   4. Evaluate($P$)
   5. Update $E$ with best performers in $P$ and $E$
   6. Set $X$ = Selected solutions from $E$
   7. Set $P$ = Crossover and Mutated set $X$
8. **Endwhile**

Line 1 creates an empty set for elite performers. The elite performers are the best performing solutions found by the algorithm. Line 2 initializes the population with randomly generated solutions which are usually random integers. The rest of the algorithm (lines 4 to 7) executes a loop until the criteria for termination (e.g., number of iterations; a certain fitness threshold) is met. In this loop the population (set of solutions) is evaluated to determine how well they have performed in relation to the optimization goal (line 4). $E$ is updated to hold the best performing solutions (line 5). The elite solutions are then selected to generate a new population via the crossover operation (line 6). A new generation of solutions created by the crossover and mutation operations replaces the solutions in $P$ (line 7). Once the loop ends the best performing solutions found during the algorithm’s execution would be found in $E$. The best performing solution in $E$ is selected as the final solution.

The greedy based approach is evaluated in [Vafaie and Imam 1994] against a genetic algorithm approach for feature selection (determining which features should be used from a set of data for making decisions about that data). They found that when it comes to feature selection, greedy-like searches get trapped in local peaks but can be more efficient in some cases. The work presented in [Vafaie and Imam 1994] also found that the GA-based method was able to improve the robustness of the feature selection at the expense of increased computational complexity. The work in this chapter further explores the performance of greedy and genetic algorithms in a different problem. We specifically compare the two in optimizing sensor locations for the solution developed in [Hunte et al.
2021] with the end goal being the selection of a cost-efficient optimization algorithm to reduce the resources needed by the fault localization solution.

5.4 The Evaluation Function

To find optimal or near optimal solutions the need to compare solutions is necessary. We now present an evaluation function that allows a score to be provided for a given solution. This function can be used by both the greedy and genetic algorithms to compare the quality of different solutions. For this evaluation function, a possible solution to the optimization problem is given as a set $S$ of nodes (sensor locations) where $S \subseteq V$ and $V$ is the set of all nodes in the electrical grid’s graph. The set $S$ is of size $n$, with $n$ representing the number of sensors to be placed in the grid. The set $S$ is used to generate the set $TW$ of time windows for each pair of sensors for each edge as discussed in [Hunte et al. 2021]. The total PLE coverage (sum of the cable lengths of the primary localization edges) is used as the score for the set $S$ for the evaluation function and tests performed in this chapter. The sum of the cable lengths is used as the score for a solution because each edge may have a different length. If the lengths of cables are not considered, then an edge representing a 10km cable and an edge representing a 1km cable will be treated the same (each having a value of 1) by the optimization algorithm. The optimization algorithm would then be unable to distinguish between a solution where the 1km cable is covered under primary localization and the 10km cable is covered. In reality, the solution covering the 10km cable is the better option. To avoid this, the lengths of cables are considered in the score for the solutions by adding weights to each edge which is the length of cable for that edge in the electrical grid. A solution’s score is then calculated by adding the weights of the PLEs in the graph.
Algorithm 2: Evaluate

1. **Input:** S, V, E //set of sensor locations S and vertices V and edges E
2. **Output:** total_PLE //total cable classified as primary localization
3. numEdges = size (E)
4. TW[][] // 2-D array of edge objects to hold the set of time windows for each edge
5. TW = generateTimeWindows(S, V, E) //create a set of time windows for each edge
6. Set total_PLE to 0 and edgeCount to 0
7. for i = 0 to numEdges do //select an edge i to see if it is uniquely identifiable
8.   edgeCount = 0
9.   for j = 0 to numEdges do //iterate through all other edges j
10.      if (i != j) //do not compare the time windows for the same edge
11.         for m = 0 to size(timeWindow) do //iterate through all time windows m
12.             //check to see if the time window does not have an overlap
13.             if (TW[j][m].lower > TW[i][m].upper) OR (TW[j][m].upper < TW[i][m].lower)
14.                 edgeCount = edgeCount + 1 // a unique time window has been found
15.                 break //no need to continue checking other time windows
16.             endif
17.         endif
18.     endif
19.   endif
20. endif
21. endfor
22. if (edgeCount == numEdges) //the edge i is uniquely identifiable
23.     if
24.         total_PLE = total_PLE + length(E[i])
25.     endif
26. endif
27. endfor
28. return total_PLE

Each edge represents a segment of a power line and is associated with a set of time windows for each pair of sensors. Algorithm 2 (the Evaluate function) takes as input a set S of sensor locations and the vertices and edges that represent the grid (line 1). The Evaluate function returns the total amount of cable classified as primary localization. The algorithm generates a set of time windows (TW in line 5). Drawing reference from Section 5.2.1, the variable TW holds the time windows ($T_{l_i}^l(e), T_{l_j}^u(e)$) for each pair of sensors $i, j$ for each edge $e \in$
E. Here, the first dimension of $TW$ is used to access the edge and the second dimension is used to access a single time window within that edge. The outer for loop (line 7) goes through each edge to check if edge $i$ has a time window with no overlap. The second for loop starting on (line 9) allows the current edge $i$ to be checked against all other edges. The third for loop iterates through each time window for the edges being compared (line 11) to look for a unique time window. Inside the third loop is an if statement (lines 13 to 16) which increments $edgeCounter$ if a unique time window is found for edge $i$. Recall from Section 5.2.1 that an edge $e \in E$ qualifies as a primary localization edge if it meets the following criteria:

- When the edge $e$ is compared to each other edge there exists at least one unique time window $(T_{i,j}^l(e), T_{i,j}^u(e))$ in every comparison that does not overlap (the edge is uniquely identifiable).
- For that edge $e$ there is a time window where the upper and lower bounds are not the same (there is a valid time window).

If a unique time window is found for edge $i$ for each other edge, then edge $i$ satisfies the first criteria for primary localization (being uniquely identifiable). If the variable $validTWExists$ is true, then the second and final criteria for primary localization (having a valid time window) is also true and the edge $i$ would be a PLE. As such the length of edge $i$ is added to $total_PLE$. At the end of the Evaluate function the variable $total_PLE$ contains the total length of all PLEs. This evaluation function is used in Section 5.5 in a greedy algorithm and in Section 5.6 in a genetic algorithm to determine the performance of a given solution. In our evaluation function we use the weight of each edge to convert the number of PLEs to a total amount of cable to account for edges/segments being of different lengths rather than just a count of the number of PLEs.

### 5.5 A Greedy Algorithm for Optimization of Sensor Locations

The greedy algorithm presented in this chapter takes an incremental approach to optimizing sensor locations (adding one sensor at a time). However, the requirement for the problem is that there must be no less than two sensors. The origin of this is in the fact that the localization technique in [Hunte et al. 2021] requires at least two sensors. Therefore, the
placement of two sensors must be done first and then the general greedy algorithm can be executed to add additional sensors until the desired \( n \) sensors are placed. The greedy algorithm is shown in algorithm 3.

The greedy algorithm takes as input the number of sensors to be placed in the grid and the nodes in the graph (potential sensor locations) (line 1). It then calculates the locations for the initial two sensors by using an exhaustive search of all possible pairs of nodes to find the globally optimal locations for the first two sensors (maximizing the amount of cable classified as being PLEs) (line 4) and removes these first two nodes from the list of potential locations in \( \text{Nodes} \). The algorithm then enters a series of loops. The inner loop takes the set of sensor nodes and searches through all remaining potential sensor locations in the \( \text{nodes} \) variable to determine the next sensor’s best location (lines 7 to 14). The outer loop repeats the addition of a sensor location until the desired number of sensors have been placed (line 5).

Algorithm 3: Greedy

1. **Input:** \( \text{numberOfSensors}, \text{Nodes} \)
2. **Output:** \( \text{locations} \)
3. \( \text{locations} = [] \)
4. \[\text{locations} \quad \text{Nodes} = \text{initialSensorPair}(\text{Nodes}) \] //generate first 2 locations
5. \textbf{for} \( j=1: \text{numberOfSensors} - 2 \) \textbf{do} //choose the remaining \( n-2 \) sensor locations
6. \quad \text{bestPerformance} = 0
7. \quad \textbf{for} \( i=1:\text{numberOfLocations} \) \textbf{do} //find the next best sensor location
8. \quad \quad \text{sensorNodes} = [\text{locations} \quad \text{Nodes}[i]] \] //add the \( i \)th location for evaluation
9. \quad \quad \text{performance} = \text{Evaluate}(\text{sensorNodes}) \] //check performance of the \( i \)th location
10. \quad \quad \textbf{if} ( \text{performance} > \text{bestPerformance} ) \] //update the current best location if needed
11. \quad \quad \quad \text{bestLocation} = \text{Nodes}[i]
12. \quad \quad \quad \text{bestPerformance} = \text{performance}
13. \quad \quad \textbf{endif}
14. \quad \textbf{endfor}
15. \quad \text{locations} = [\text{locations} \quad \text{bestLocation}] \] //add the next best location found to the list
16. \textbf{endfor}
17. \textbf{return} \( \text{locations} \) //return final set of sensor locations
5.6 A Genetic Algorithm for Optimization of Sensor Locations

The genetic algorithm used for the optimization of sensor locations for n sensors is outlined in Algorithm 4. It uses traditional genetic operations to navigate the search space and find optimal or near optimal solutions. An explanation of the operations performed by the genetic algorithm is provided in Section 5.6.1. An example to clarify the genes and chromosomes used by the genetic algorithm is given in Section 5.6.2. The definitions of the functions used in the genetic algorithm are provided in Section 5.6.3.

5.6.1 Genetic Algorithm Operations

Algorithm 4 shows the operations performed by the genetic algorithm. In this section an explanation of the algorithm’s design is provided. In this explanation the term random is used to refer to the use of a random number generator. The precise use of random number generation is provided in Section 5.6.3 when the details of the functions used in the genetic algorithm are presented.

The genetic algorithm takes the number of sensors to be placed in the grid as input. Next E is initialized to hold the ten best performing solutions found (line 3). The size of the elite set was tested with values from 1 up to 100 (the size of the population) in increments of ten. An elite set size of 10 was chosen as it is the smallest size that consistently provided optimal or near optimal solutions.

On line 4, the variable max is set to fifty so that the while loop runs until there has been no change to E for fifty generations. This was chosen because the genetic algorithm uses a dynamic probability of mutation \((pm)\) when convergence is detected. The probability of mutation is adjusted according to the rate of convergence similarly to the method presented in [Srinivas and Patnaik 1994]. Convergence occurs in this scenario when there is no change in the elite set. The genetic algorithm presented starts with a mutation rate of 0.02 and when convergence is detected the mutation rate is increased by 0.02 up to the maximum value of one. This would require fifty iterations to increase the mutation rate to its maximum value.
Algorithm 4: Genetic

1. **Input:** numberOfSensors, numberOfNodes, Nodes
2. **Output:** locations
3. E = null //2D array to hold elite chromosomes
4. convergeCounter = 0, max = 50, pSize = 100
5. P = initialize( numberOfSensors , pSize ) //create initial population
6. while convergeCounter < max do //execute until the algorithm has converged
7.   for i = 1:size(P) do //evaluate each chromosome (solution)
8.     performance(i) = Evaluate( P(i) ) //function as defined in section 5.4
9.   endfor
10. prevE = E //temporarily store old elite set to check for change
12. if ( prevE = E ) //check for a change in elite set (detect convergence)
13.   convergeCounter = convergeCounter + 1
14. else
15.   convergeCounter = 0 //reset counter whenever a change is detected
16. endif
17. X = select(E, P, numberOfSensors) //choose chromosomes for crossover
18. P=crossoverAndMutate(X, convergeCounter, numberOfSensors, numberOfNodes, pSize)
19. endwhile
20. return locations = max( E ) //return best solution

The population size was set to 100 (line 4) as it is considered a reasonable small population size by [Srinivas and Patnaik 1994] and as such would use a smaller amount of resources than larger population sizes, maintaining a focus on the efficiency of the optimization process. The population P is therefore initialized with a set of 100 chromosomes (line 5).

The while loop (lines 6 to 19) allows:

- The solutions in P (the current generation) to be evaluated (line 7 to 9)
- The elite set E to be updated with the ten best solutions (line 11)
- The solutions in E and P to be selected for crossover for creating the next generation of solutions (line 17)
The genetic operators (crossover and mutation) to be performed to create new generations (line 18)

Once the loop terminates the best solution in the elite set is selected as the final solution.

Selection is performed (on line 17) by choosing random chromosomes (by using a random integer generator to generate the indices of the chromosomes) from the elite set E and members of the current population P to create the set chromosomes needed for the crossover operation (creating the next generation). The crossover probability (pc) was set to one for each iteration. Setting pc to one ensures that all members of the next generation will be a result of the crossover operation. The maximum value of one was used for the crossover probability as it is a common value used when implementing genetic algorithms [Srinivas and Patnaik 1994].

The crossoverAndMutate function (line 18) creates the next generation of solutions from the set returned by the select algorithm. The number of chromosomes to be mutated is controlled by the value of pm. The value of pm is used as a percentage of the population size to determine the number of new chromosomes that will be mutated. The initial value of pm would be 0.02 until convergence is detected. When convergence is detected (no change in the elite set) the initial value of 0.02 would be multiplied by convergeCounter (passed into the crossover and mutate function on line 18) to provide the value of pm.

If the new chromosome is to be mutated, each of the genes are chosen randomly (by using a random integer generator) from all possible values for a gene (any node) as long as it does not create a duplicate gene in the chromosome. If it is not a mutated chromosome then two random chromosomes (by using a random integer generator to generate the indices of the chromosomes) are chosen from X (as a pair of parents). A new chromosome is created from the genes of that pair unless it is selected for mutation.

5.6.2 Chromosomes and Genes Example

An example of the genetic algorithm’s chromosomes is presented in Table 5.1 to explain chromosomes and genes of the genetic algorithm. Each chromosome will have n genes, each representing one of the n sensors to be placed in the distribution grid. The integer
value stored in each of the n genes represents the node identifier number in the graph where that sensor is to be located. Table 5.1 shows an example population of four chromosomes and for optimizing the placement of 5 sensors. In this scenario E will hold the top 2 performing solutions. The fitness value column in Table 5.1 shows the amount of electrical cable of the grid that is categorized as PLE.

In this case chromosomes 2 and 4 would be placed in the elite set as placing sensors on the nodes in their chromosomes would result in the most PLE coverage (50Km and 42Km respectively). The selection process randomly chooses chromosomes from the elite set E and the population P (by using a random integer generator to generate the indices of the chromosomes) for the crossoverAndMutate function.

The crossoverAndMutate function creates a pair (parents) from the selected chromosomes in X. Each pair’s genes (which are nodes selected as sensor locations) are used to generate a new chromosome. The number of chromosomes to be mutated is controlled by the value of pm. The value of pm is used as a percentage of the population size to determine the number of new chromosomes that will be mutated. If a new chromosome is to be mutated, then it is created by selecting random genes (by using a random integer generator) from all possible node locations. This is explained further in Section 5.6.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solution</th>
<th>Gene 1</th>
<th>Gene 2</th>
<th>Gene 3</th>
<th>Gene 4</th>
<th>Gene 5</th>
<th>Fitness Value (PLE Coverage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>42Km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the mutations have been made a new generation of solutions would have been created. This population of new chromosomes would go through the same process of
updating the elite set and creating new populations until \( j = 50 \) and the algorithm terminates. If a change in the elite set is detected \( j \) will be reset to 0 and the mutation rate would be reset to 0.02. When the while loop terminates the best solution in the elite set is then selected as the final solution.

5.6.3 Genetic Algorithm Support Functions

There are five functions used in the genetic algorithm:

1. Initialize
2. Evaluate
3. Update
4. Select
5. CrossoverAndMutate

The initialize function uses the number of sensors as the number of genes in the chromosomes and uses \( pSize \) as the number of chromosomes in the population. This function uses a random integer generator to create each chromosome’s genes. The random generator is given the number of nodes available for sensor locations. Each node in the grid is identified by an integer from 1 (the first node) up to numberOfNodes (the last node).

**Algorithm: Initialize**

1. **Input:** numberOfSensors, pSize
2. **Output:** \( P \) //Initial population
3. \( P = \text{new Array}(pSize, \text{numberOfSensors}) \)
4. \( \text{for } j=1: pSize \text{ do} //generate each chromosome for the population \)
5. \( \text{for } i=1: \text{numberOfSensors} \text{ do} //generate each chromosome’s genes randomly \)
6. \( P[i][j] = \text{randi}(1, \text{numberOfNodes}) //\text{random integer generator} \)
7. \( \text{endfor} \)
8. \( \text{endfor} \)
9. \( \text{return } P \)

The evaluation function used in the genetic algorithm is the Evaluate algorithm defined in Section 5.4. The update function is defined in the Update algorithm. The Update function maintains the elite set by updating it with any new high performing chromosomes (solutions). The update algorithm adds the elite set to the population and then sorts all
chromosomes in descending order. The update function then takes the top ten solutions and overwrites the elite set with the best ten solutions.

Algorithm: Update

1. **Input**: performance, E, P
2. **Output**: E //Updated elite set
3. allSolutions = append ( P, E ) //combine both elite solutions and population
4. Sort(allSolutions, performance) //sort using performance of each solution
5. for i=1: 10 do //only select top ten as elite set size is 10
   6. E[i][:] = allSolutions[i][:]
   7. endfor
7. return E

The select function is shown in the Select algorithm. The select function takes the elite set E and the population P. A random integer generator is used to generate indices for choosing the solutions from the elite set E and then the population P that will be used in the crossover operation. The selected chromosomes from both E and P are placed in X.

Algorithm: Select

1. **Input**: E, P, numberOfSensors
2. **Output**: X //Set of chromosomes for crossover
3. for j=1: numberOfSensors do //select solutions from elite set randomly
   4. index = randi( 1, size( E ) )
   5. elite= E[index][:]
   6. endfor
4. for i=1: numberOfSensors do //select solutions from population randomly
   7. index = randi( 1, size( P ) ) //random integer generator
   8. population = P[index][:]
   9. endfor
10. X = append(elite, population) //combine selected solutions for crossover
11. return X

The CrossoverAndMutate function takes the set X selected for crossover and mutation. It first calculates the value of pm (line 4) according to the rate of convergence. The mutateCount counter (line 5) ensures that the correct number of chromosomes are mutated according to the value of pm. The CrossoverAndMutate function then enters a loop (line 6 to 17) that creates enough chromosomes for a new population Two chromosomes are
chosen from set X (line 7 and 8) as two parents are needed for each new member. The genes of both parents are then stored in genePool (line 9). Another for loop is then executed to create each gene for the new chromosome (line 10 to 16). If the chromosome is to be mutated (we have not mutated enough chromosomes yet), the genes are chosen randomly from all possible values which is any node in the grid (line 12). The randi function generates a random integer between the two parameters passed to the function. The uniqueRandi function takes the current chromosomes genes and the range of integers to generate. It generates a random integer that is not already in the chromosome, ensuring that the genes added to the chromosome are not repeated. If all of the mutated chromosomes have been created (line 11), then the genes are selected from the parent’s genes in genePool (line 14). After creating all the new chromosomes, the new population is returned (line 18).

Algorithm: CrossoverAndMutate

1. **Input:** X, numberOfSensors, numberOfNodes, convergeCounter, pSize
2. **Output:** P //new population
3. P = null
4. pm = (convergeCounter * 0.02) //dynamically set pm based on convergence
5. mutateCount = pm * pSize //used mutate a percentage of the new chromosomes
6. for i=1: pSize do //create new chromosomes for new population
7.    parentA = X[ randi( 1, numberOfSensors) ][:]; //select 1st parent at random
8.    parentB = X[ randi( 1, numberOfSensors) ][:]; //select 2nd parent at random
9.    genePool = merge( parentA , parentB ); //collect genes and remove duplicates
10.   for j=1: numberOfSensors do //create each gene for each new chromosome
11.      if (i < mutateCount) //decide if the chromosome’s genes should be mutated
12.         P[i][j] = uniqueRandi( P[i][:], 1, numberOfNodes ) //random genes no duplicates
13.      else
15.      endif
16.   endfor
17. endfor
18. return P //return new generation
5.7 Optimization Algorithm Performance and Comparison

An initial view on the optimization methods’ performance in relation to globally optimal solutions is now presented. This provides initial proof that the algorithms are capable of generating globally optimal solutions. As the optimization problem does not scale well, determining the globally optimal solutions using an exhaustive search was done on only placing two, three and four sensors on the 229-node test grid. The performance of the greedy algorithm in relation to the globally optimal solutions generated by a brute force approach is shown in table 5.1 where sensor node locations are the node IDs in the graph selected as sensor locations. The performance of the genetic algorithm in relation to the same globally optimal solutions is shown in table 5.2.

### Table 5.2 Initial greedy algorithm results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Sensors</th>
<th>Sensor node locations (Best)</th>
<th>Meters Covered by (Best)</th>
<th>Sensor node location (greedy)</th>
<th>Meters Covered by (greedy)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>61, 27</td>
<td>3816.7</td>
<td>61, 27</td>
<td>3816.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>61, 55, 12</td>
<td>6887.8</td>
<td>61, 55, 27</td>
<td>6871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>61, 27, 12, 55</td>
<td>9008</td>
<td>61, 55, 27, 12</td>
<td>8908.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The placement of the first two sensors was a globally optimal solution as expected as the initialSensorPair function is an exhaustive search. However, the greedy algorithm did not find the best solution for placing three and four sensors as seen in table 5.1. It must be noted however, that the difference in the greedy solutions and the globally optimal solutions are less than 1.5%. The greedy algorithm only provides near optimal solutions in these cases. These initial results show that the greedy algorithm may be an effective method for optimizing sensor locations but it may not be able to find globally optimal solutions.

### Table 5.3 Initial genetic algorithm results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Sensors</th>
<th>Sensor node locations (Best)</th>
<th>Meters Covered by (Best)</th>
<th>Sensor node locations (Genetic Algorithm)</th>
<th>Meters Covered by (Genetic Algorithm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>61, 27</td>
<td>3816.7</td>
<td>61, 27</td>
<td>3816.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>61, 55, 12</td>
<td>6887.8</td>
<td>61, 55, 12</td>
<td>6887.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>61, 27, 12, 55</td>
<td>9008</td>
<td>61, 55, 27, 12</td>
<td>9008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results in table 5.2 show that the genetic algorithm is able to find the best possible solutions for all three test cases while the greedy algorithm does not. These results show that the genetic algorithm can provide the necessary flexibility needed to find solutions that the greedy algorithm cannot.

### 5.7.1 Performance Evaluation

The two algorithms provide different approaches to solving our optimization problem. The greedy algorithm sacrifices the exploration of the search space to provide solutions at a low computational cost. The genetic algorithm performs a deeper exploration of the large search space associated with this problem at the cost of additional computational resources. At this point we have established that the genetic algorithm is able to generate the optimal solutions for all three initial tests where the greedy algorithm was unable to do so.

We now perform a deeper evaluation on the two algorithms and provide a comparison between both methods. This main evaluation of the algorithms was done on placing varying amounts of sensors on a test grid provided by [Industry-Partner 2018]. Tests were carried out on this grid by each algorithm for the placement of two sensors up to ten sensors. These tests are performed on placing up to ten sensors to first establish which method may be more effective. Additional tests are then performed in section 5.9 to expand the test cases for the selected solution to incorporate practical scenarios of the optimization method. The grid provided by [Industry-Partner 2018] contained 229 nodes. In the grid provided, each node is a random point in the electrical grid that allows the shape of the grid to be represented [Industry-Partner 2018]. Each node can be seen as a waypoint for the cables that make up the grid. The cost of placing the first two sensors is included in the results even though it will always be the globally optimal solution so that a complete comparison can be made between the algorithms.

The solutions generated for these cases by both methods were evaluated against each other. The testing is to establish the effectiveness of the greedy algorithm with a lower computational cost and a restrictive search and compare it with genetic algorithm that provides more flexibility at a higher computational cost. The results of this comparison
will determine if the GA is able to generate better solutions by exploring more of the search space or if the greedy algorithm’s is able to generate better solutions.

5.7.2 Resource Usage Performance

We now look at the resources used by each algorithm to gauge the efficiency of the two methods. We start with the greedy algorithm’s time complexity. When placing the first two sensors an exhaustive search of all possibilities is done first. After the initial two sensors are placed the cost of each additional sensor is equivalent to a search of each unused node to determine the next best node. The time complexity is the sum of the cost placing the first two sensors and adding each additional sensor needed giving us $O(n!)$ where $n$ is the number of nodes that can be used as locations for sensors in the grid.

To determine the number of iterations and resources needed by the GA we allow the genetic algorithm to run until the genetic algorithm has fully converged on a solution. However, a time complexity for the genetic algorithm cannot be expressed in terms of the number of nodes as its run time and resources vary with each run and are tied to the convergence of the algorithm. To compare the GA to the greedy algorithm we use the actual resources used by both methods expressed as the number of calls to the evaluation function. The data shown in figures 5.2, 5.3, 5.5 for the genetic and hybrid algorithm tests are averages taken from fifty tests for each number of sensors placed to account for the variability of the solutions that may be returned by these methods. The greedy algorithm data does not require averages, as it returns the same solutions for each number of sensors placed.

Figure 5.2 shows the difference in computational cost (expressed as the number of calls to the evaluate function) between the greedy algorithm and the genetic algorithm for optimizing sensor locations in the 229-node test grid.

The genetic algorithm uses much more resources on average in all cases (as expected) but the initial placement of two sensors. The genetic algorithm only requires 18% of the resources used by the exhaustive search for placing the initial two sensors. The quality of the solutions generated by each method is analyzed to determine how much of an increase
in solution performance is attained from the additional computational cost of the genetic
algorithm.
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**Figure 5.2** Resource usage for the greedy and genetic algorithms

### 5.7.3 Solution Performance

Figure 5.3 shows the amount of cable covered under primary localization by the greedy
genetic algorithm’s solutions and the genetic algorithm’s solutions for all of the tests performed.
Figure 5.3 Meters of cable categorized as PLE

Figure 5.3 shows that the coverage gained by both methods is almost identical. This is a strong indicator that the greedy algorithm is more efficient at optimizing the location of sensors. In the initial tests the greedy algorithm did not find the absolute best solution for placing 3 or 4 sensors. However, the greedy algorithm only fell short by 16.8 and 99.3 meters (less than 1%) which may not have much impact when a line worker (someone who is trying to repair the fault) is looking for the fault location. Looking at all of the tests from placing two to ten sensors there is little to separate the two methods in final solution performance as seen in figure 5.3. The genetic algorithm was only able to increase performance by an average of around 0.6% an amount not visible in the data displayed in figure 5.3. However, the genetic algorithm’s solutions were consistently better than the greedy algorithm’s solutions. The genetic algorithm generated better solutions (though marginally) than the greedy algorithm.

5.8 Optimization Strategy

The results of our comparison are now used to establish a final optimization strategy for placing sensors in the grid. The greedy algorithm is more efficient in computational cost than the genetic algorithm for the tests performed. However, the greedy algorithm is not able to generate optimal solutions in some cases as seen in table 5.1. The greedy algorithm is limited by which solutions it can consider as each iteration chooses a sensor location that
cannot be changed. It is possible that better solutions can be built by allowing a chosen sensor location to be changed.

5.8.1 The Hybrid Strategy

We propose the use of the greedy algorithm as the core optimization strategy as it has been proven to be very good at generating near optimal solutions with relatively little resources. We also propose the use of the genetic algorithm as a secondary optimization process that takes as input the solutions generated by the greedy algorithm. The genetic algorithm would take the less expensive greedy solution and place it in the initial population set of solutions used by the genetic algorithm effectively seeding the genetic algorithm with high performing genes. The genetic algorithm would apply the genetic operators to the population and run as normal. This would now allow the sensor locations in a greedy solution to be modified by mutation and crossover. From a genetic algorithm perspective, this would effectively widen the scope of the solution generation process to the global search space. This facilitates the modification of the greedy solution to potentially increase solution quality.
Algorithm 5: Hybrid

1. **Input**: numberOfSensors, numberOfNodes, Nodes
2. **Output**: locations
3. greedySolution = Greedy(numberOfSensors)
4. E = null //2D array to hold elite chromosomes
5. convergeCounter = 0, max = 50, pSize = 100
6. P = initialize( numberOfSensors, pSize, greedySolution ) //create initial population
7. while convergeCounter < max do //execute until the algorithm has converged
   8. for i = 1:size(P) do //evaluate each chromosome (solution)
      9. performance(i) = Evaluate( P(i) ) //function as defined in section 5.4
   10. endfor
   11. prevE = E //temporarily store old elite set to check for change
   13. if ( prevE = E ) //check for a change in elite set (detect convergence)
      14. convergeCounter = convergeCounter + 1
   15. else
      16. convergeCounter = 0 //reset counter whenever a change is detected
   17. endif
   18. X = select(E, P, numberOfSensors) //choose chromosomes for crossover
   19. P = crossoverAndMutate(X, convergeCounter, numberOfSensors, numberOfNodes)
7. endwhile
21. return locations = max( E ) //return best solution

There are two changes made to the original genetic algorithm (algorithm 4). These two changes are that the greedy algorithm (algorithm 3) is called in line 3 and the greedy solution generated is then passed to the initialize function (line 6). At line 6 the initialize function generates the initial population but inserts the greedy solution into the set. This allows the greedy solution to be modified so that all sensor locations chosen by the greedy method can be changed. Figure 5.4 shows the increase in the meters covered under PLE
for the optimization solutions generated by the hybrid approach when compared to the greedy approach.

The hybrid algorithm is able to find better solutions than the greedy algorithm for every case except placing 2 sensors as this is the globally optimal solution. The hybrid algorithm has successfully modified the non-optimal greedy solutions to create the globally optimal solutions for placing 3 and 4 sensors (by comparing the hybrid solutions with the optimal solutions generated in the initial tests seen in table 5.1 and 5.2). However, it must be noted that the improvements at best were 180 meters. This equates to a 1.5% increase in performance for the biggest improvement. The hybrid approach allows better solutions to be generated but only marginally so.

Figure 5.4 Improvements in solution performance over the greedy algorithm

Figure 5.5 shows the resource usage using the hybrid approach compared to the genetic and greedy algorithm. The hybrid algorithm’s resource usage also includes the initial call to the greedy algorithm to generate the initial solution placed in the genetic algorithm’s initial population. For placing the initial 2 sensors the genetic algorithm is the most effective, generating the globally optimal solution using less than 20% of the resources of the other methods. When placing the first 2 sensors the genetic algorithm could therefore
be used. For the remaining problem sizes, the hybrid method can generate better solutions than the greedy method while using less resources than the genetic method. The hybrid method is successful in providing a more reliable method than the greedy approach as it is not limited by the iterative process while being more efficient than the genetic algorithm.

![Greedy, Genetic and Hybrid Algorithm Resource Usage](image)

**Figure 5.5 Resource usage for Greedy, Genetic and Hybrid methods**

### 5.9 Considerations for Practical Applications

The hybrid method provides a reliable and efficient way of calculating the best locations to place $n$ sensors in an electrical grid to maximize PLE coverage. The primary consideration for the application of such a method is choosing the number sensors (choosing $n$) that should be placed in the electrical grid for any given scenario. Additional tests were performed using the hybrid method for placing up to fifty sensors on the test grid. The tests were done to provide a more complete view of the coverage that could be attained for a larger number of sensors which may provide insight into selecting a value for $n$ (the number of sensors) in a given scenario. The PLE coverage for these tests is shown in figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6 Total cable classified as PLE for the Hybrid algorithm

Figure 5.7 shows the amount of PLE coverage gained for each additional sensor. This coverage per sensor metric provides a useful perspective of the optimization results. Figure 5.7 shows that there is a significant drop in additional coverage as more sensors are added. The total cable in the test grid is 23 kilometers. The amount of coverage for adding the first 5 sensors is 43% (over 10 kilometers). However, the next 5 sensors (10 total) only provide 20% more coverage. After placing another 5 sensors (15 total) the increase in PLE coverage has fallen to 1%. The coverage added per sensor consistently declines as more sensors are added. The question formed from these results is at what point is it no longer beneficial from a cost-based perspective. This is a particularly interesting perspective and is a strong indicator that there is no single value for n (the number of sensors to place in the grid) that would work in all cases. This is because each implementation of the fault localization solution may require n (the number of sensors to place in the grid) to be calculated based on the needs and standards of the company using the solution.
The test data analysis indicates that the selection of \( n \) is not a simple process and requires specific information and decision making from the user employing the fault localization solution. The hybrid optimization algorithm does however provide a means for assisting the process of selecting the number of sensors to place in the grid.

- The hybrid optimization algorithm can be used to generate a coverage per sensor metric that can be used with a threshold (of meters) so that once adding an \( n^{th} \) sensor does not add enough PLE coverage then no more sensors are placed.

- Similarly to the first point, the coverage per sensor metric can also be used to establish a cost per meter of coverage for each sensor using the cost of a sensor and the PLE coverage gained for each sensor. This can also be used in conjunction with some threshold to ensure the cost per meter coverage does not exceed a certain amount.

- The optimization algorithm can also be used to provide a business with an estimate of the coverage for a particular number of sensors that may be set based on a budget. If a budget is provided, the total PLE coverage for that budget can be calculated by running the optimization algorithm using the number of sensors the budget can support as the value for \( n \).

**Figure 5.7** Amount of new cable classified as PLE for adding each sensor
• It is also possible that the number of sensors can be determined by the desired coverage under the PLE. Let us say for example that the electric company wants 80% of the grid to be covered under the primary localization scheme. In this scenario the value of n is increased until the desired percentage is covered under the primary localization scheme. By doing this an adequate number of sensors (value for n) and the locations where this coverage can be achieved can be calculated.

These examples for the application of the optimization algorithm is not an exhaustive list. More ways of determining n can be derived from any number of characteristics present in the business model of a company employing the optimization algorithm.

### 5.10 Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter builds on a previously discussed method of localizing faults. This method categorized areas of the grid as being covered under the primary or secondary localization scheme. This chapter looks at the development of a method to place sensors in an electrical distribution grid to cover as many meters of cable as possible under the primary localization scheme as it is the most accurate fault localization scheme. Initially, two methods were developed and then evaluated. The first was a simple greedy method that incrementally chooses the best new sensor location until the desired number of sensors were placed. The second was a genetic algorithm that would perform a more robust evaluation of possible solutions. The performance of these two methods showed the greedy approach in most cases was as good as the genetic algorithm while using significantly less resources. This would have been the chosen method but for the fact that the greedy algorithm cannot handle all cases due to the incremental nature of its approach. The greedy algorithm was unable to handle cases where a better solution may be found by changing the sensor locations of previous iterations. To address this issue a hybrid approach was developed that used the greedy approach to generate the initial solution and then applied the genetic algorithm to allow the solution to be further modified. The hybrid approach was then able to provide a much more efficient optimization strategy. We acknowledge that in environments where resources are very limited, the greedy algorithm can act as an effective optimization strategy for the optimization problem. For cases where there is not such a strict resource
constraint the hybrid approach can be used to ensure solution quality. We now highlight considerations and notable areas for future work associated with the optimization algorithm development performed in this chapter.

5.10.1 Limits of Graphical Representations of Electrical Grids

A limitation of this work is created because the optimization algorithm takes a set of nodes and edges that represent the electrical grid and selects sensor locations from that set of nodes. Traditionally, the nodes of the graphical representation of a grid are the busses of that electrical grid. A bus refers to a location where the grid branches off into different directions. The optimization algorithm in this case would be choosing a set of busses on which the sensors would be placed. This was seen a restricted approach to determining sensor locations as sensors in practice can be placed anywhere on the power cables. For this work we wished to acknowledge that sensors could be placed in locations other than busses. For the work presented in this chapter, the set of nodes for the grid provided by our industry partner for our tests represented the busses and other (random) locations along the cables between those busses. This grid was therefore able to allow our optimization algorithm to consider locations between busses as possible locations which aligns with our goal of acknowledging sensor locations may be non-bus locations. The work presented in this chapter shows that the algorithm can optimize the locations of sensors not only at busses but also when the possible locations are anywhere in the electrical grid. There is still work to be done in this area as there is a need to perhaps create an optimization algorithm that does not need nodes to be provided. A next step for this work therefore, could be to find a way to incorporate the edges of a graph into the optimization process.

5.10.2 Prioritized Monitoring

Another avenue for further development is in the use of historical data for prioritized monitoring. Access to historical data on the age of components (like transformers etc.) and the locations of previous faults, would allow high risk areas of the grid to be identified. These high-risk areas could potentially be prioritized for monitoring by adjusting the weight of the edge in the graph that corresponds to that high-risk area. The use of some metric would need to be established, which would be added to the weight of the edge. This
in theory, could allow the optimization algorithm to prioritize these edges resulting in an increased effort to cover the high-risk areas under the primary localization scheme.

5.11 Summary

The optimization algorithms presented in this paper are the final contribution to research in the area of fault localization in electrical distribution grids. These algorithms are seen as an initial look at the effect that the locations and number of sensors present on the grid has on the ability to localize faults. In this chapter, a simple greedy method’s ability to place sensors in the grid is compared to a more resource intensive genetic algorithm. The goal of these algorithms is to maximize the area covered under the highly accurate primary localization scheme. The work in this chapter lays the groundwork for evaluating different optimization approaches for the fault localization solution presented in Chapter 4. The choice of optimization criteria must still be developed based on industry needs, which prevents a final decision on what optimization approach would be best to employ. We therefore created these algorithms so that they can act as a framework that be easily modified to incorporate different constraints and even different objectives if needed. The greedy, genetic and hybrid algorithms presented use a single evaluation function. The evaluation function can easily be replaced by one that optimizes goals provided by industry. Some examples of these alternate goals are discussed at the end of Section 5.9. Chapter 6 draws conclusions on the three main components of work presented in this dissertation (synchronization, fault localization and optimization).
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Chapter 6

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The main goal of the research presented in this dissertation was to develop a fault localization method that aligns with the needs of power distribution companies and provide movement towards Smart Grid development as outlined in the NIST Smart Grid Interoperability Standards Roadmap [Gopstein et al. 2021]. The distribution grid is a difficult environment for fault localization [Jun et al. 1997]. The method developed is an extension of the existing work in fault localization that address two main limitations found in existing work. These limitations were found to be:

- the use of complex data that may not be available or may only be available in some scenarios
- the general assumption of synchronized data across all devices used to generate data

To address these limitations three goals were established under the following research headings:

- Synchronization of Multiple Devices – This refers to an alternate technique for synchronizing the data captured across multiple devices that may be present in the electrical grid
- Localization Using Segmentation and Multiple Devices – This refers to the development of a new solution for localizing faults on the distribution grid
- Optimization of Device Locations – This refers to the creation of an optimization method for determining the most effective location for the sensors used in the new fault localization technique

In an effort to satisfy these goals, three major contributions were made to fill open areas of research. First a novel synchronization method was developed to remove the assumption of synchronized data and reliance on a pre-existing synchronization scheme. Second, a new localization method was developed that provides highly accurate fault localization in the distribution grid using multiple devices. Thirdly an optimization algorithm was created that determines the most effective locations for sensors for the new fault localization scheme.
6.1 Synopsis of Results

We present a synchronization method in Chapter 3 that shows much promise in allowing faults to be localized by using more than one device. This work facilitates the development of a more robust localization system as reliance is no longer placed on the accuracy of a single measurement from a single device. Furthermore, by removing the need for expensive clocks or components to maintain synchronization of the devices and their data is not needed, which adds to the robustness and simplicity of the solution while reducing the cost of implementation.

The work built on this initial synchronization step in Chapter 4 provides an approach to fault localization in distribution grids that uses multiple sensors, segmentation and transient signals caused by a fault. This method can determine the precise location of the fault in scenarios where many possible locations for the fault exist. Our evaluations show that the approach is successful based on results that show that the fault localization solution can accurately localize faults on a distribution grid.

To offer a complete solution, an optimization method was developed. This method allows the optimization of devices used by the fault localization method. The algorithm takes as input a graphical representation of the grid and the desired number of devices. The optimization algorithm then determines the best locations for those sensors. The goal was to maximize the amount of cable or number of edges covered under the primary localization scheme introduced in [Hunte et al. 2021]. The greedy algorithm generated solutions almost as good as the more robust genetic algorithm. The genetic algorithm consistently created better solutions. As a result of the similarities on solution performance, a greedy algorithm has been identified as a possible option for the optimization problem when resources are limited. However, a hybrid approach using greedy and genetic algorithm components was chosen as the best option given it has been shown to outperform the greedy algorithm while using significantly less resources than the genetic algorithm.
6.2 Future Work

One of the most pressing avenues for future work is in the development of test grids that are designed for transient analysis. This remains a pressing issue as many test grids have been developed for other purposes, like power flow analysis. As such the transient signals and data present during faults and the key to many fault localization solutions is not a primary objective of these test grids. In this regard, an important factor to note is that the speed of these transient signals requires a very high sample rate. The high sample rate would result in large quantities of data being generated for each simulated component on the test grids. The ability to create realistic test grids with efficient methods of capturing data needed for transient analysis therefore poses quite a challenging problem. The existence of a standardized set of test grids would provide a consistent foundation for fault localization research to be conducted. Some of the supplemental avenues for future work linked specifically to the work presented in this dissertation are listed as follows:

- The augmentation of the fault localization solution to possibly increase the accuracy of the solution
- Establishing a globally accepted metric for optimization of sensors in the industry for fault localization.
- Implementation of the entire work presented in this dissertation in an active electrical grid.

Sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.3 describe these avenues for future work in more detail.

6.2.1 Historical and Geographical Supplemental Data

Another area for development is in the use of historical and geographical data in the localization process to augment the fault localization solution presented in this dissertation. This would require a detailed relationship between faults and several characteristics of the grid’s components and their immediate environment to be established. This also leads into a possible area for future development with the optimization of sensor locations. The
identification of high-risk areas of the grid can then allow such areas to become a priority for monitoring by the optimization algorithm.

6.2.2 Alternate Optimization Metrics

The optimization work presented in this dissertation successfully identifies an effective method of determining effective location for sensors in the distribution grid for fault localization. There is more to explore in this area, specifically with the metrics that are used to assess possible solutions to the optimization problem. As discussed in section 5.9, there are a number of options that may influence what is considered an acceptable solution. Therefore, a need to initiate a conversation with industry experts to determine which factors are considered the most effective when it comes to the sensors used by the fault localization solution.

6.2.3 Additional Testing

The work presented has attracted significant attention in the power industry. A number of power distribution companies have indicated a keen interest in the solution developed for implementation in their distribution grids. In response, a provisional patent has been filed for the presented work. The next steps for the work in relation to this are focused on providing the results of final testing required to convert the provisional patent into a full patent. These tests are to implement the synchronization, localization, and optimization components presented in a real-world test grid rather than simulations. This integration would first require a discussion with the industry to identify existing systems that may be leveraged to integrate the fault localization solution with the existing business practices. These integrations and tests would ultimately convert the success of the simulated tests into a proven and implemented solution.
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